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Suit Filed Against City
On Annexation Proposal

Regents Break
Tradition With
Budget Proposal

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The City of Murray and the
City Council have been named
as defendants in a suit filed by
seven persons in Calloway
Circuit Court, according to
court clerk James Blalock.
The suit protests annexation
of an area generally north and
west of the present city limits,
proposed to be annexed by the
City by an ordinance adopted
on first reading on September
13, and adopted on second
reading Sept. 27.
Plaintiffs in the action, according to Blalock, are Clayton
Riley, Elizabeth Riley, N.P.
Paschall, Robbie Paschall,
John Pocock, Rhoda Sue
Pocock, and Alfred Wells.
being
plaintiffs,
The
"residents or freeholders of a
territory proposed to be annexed..." state for their reasons
for protesting the annexation
as:
—'It will cause manifest
injury to the freeholders and
residents in the proposed annexed territory.
—"It is believed by the
Plaintiffs that 75 per cent or
more of the freeholders and,
residents in the proposed an-
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propety (sic)on the east side'of
the highway have been torn up
due to the City promising to
furnish Fisher-Price their
water supply and laying a ten
inch water main to their plant.
We are permitted a water tao at
$100.00 per tap, along with
minimum meter charge and
water cost.

that the savings in fire insurance cost would offset the
additional cost of city taxes at
the $4.00 per thousand rate.
however the Mayor failed to
mention that we would have to
purchase City stickers; tax on
our vehicles to use the city
streets, at $10.00 each car, some
of us now have to pay this tax
because we work in the city.
—"Police and fire protectionPeople overlook that we have
both in the Sheriff's Department, Kentucky State Police,
and the Calloway Defense Unit.
All are available when needed.
—"Streets lights-If the street
lights furnished by the City
from Chestnut Street to the city
limits on North Fourth Street
are a sample of what we would
get, really wouldn't do much.
They don't give as much light as
the security lights that can be
rented from West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation."
The suit concludes, "The
undersigned plaintiffs believe
the facts as stated in this
petition are true," are is signed
by the seven plaintiffs.
Murray City Maycir Holmes
Ellis commented on the action
this morning, saying first that
he "believes in the principal of
the citizens' right to go to
court," and added that he thinks
"some of the points (In the
petition) are without validity."
The mayor questioned one of
the points, saying that property
could be zoned for agriculture in
the city limits, and noted that
some sections of the city are
currently zoned for agriculture
purposes.
Mayor Ellis also said that he
plans to discuss the validity of
the petition with the city attorney and will give the city
attorney Wells Overbey a copy
of the petition today.

Cox To Appear Before
Judiciary Committee

Public Financing Of
Elections Proposed

Highway Worker
Wage Hearing Is
Scheduled Tuesday

o get great
aieci Com-

nexed territory will remonstrate against said annexation.
—"The loss of freedom of
living in the county-we would be
restricted by all of the city
ordinances eliminating practically everything which some
or all of us now do, such as
hunting, target shooting,
raising cattle, hogs and
chickens, to mention a few.
—"We would not have all of
the services which the City is
supposed to furnish especially
one of the most important,
sanitary sewers. The nearest
sanitary sewer is south of Bee
Creek. Only a few homes could
have gravity service, however,
due to the Mayor's stated policy
that services would only be
furnished by the refund plan,
the cost would be prohibitive
due to the amount of vacant
land to be crossed.
Sewer service for us is five to
ten years in the future. We will
have water service only by the
grace.of Fishar-Price. The
fronts of all our homes and.

To be submitted to the
Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education in Frankfort
for review, the proposed budgets for the fiscal years of the
—"There will not be the
are
biennium
coming
savings in the cost of electric
and
1974-75
for
$20,348,821
power as stated by the Mayor. A
$21,198,123 for 1975-76.
letter from Mr. John Edd
Curris said the change in
Walker, Manager of the West
tactics in preparing the budget
Electric
Kentucky Rural
request this year is in response
in the
Corporation,
Cooperative
to guidelines established by the
possession of one of the plaincolleges
state
asking
council
tiffs, last paragraph thereof
and universities to submit
states: 'We are in
specifically
realistic budget proposals.
the process of rebuilding the
that
"taking
is
State
Murray
power line from the radio
charge seriously," Curris adstation to the Fisher-Price toy
ded. He endorsed the approach
plant, and it is not our intention
and expressed confidence that
at this time to relinquish any of
the university will not be
our service rights in this area.'
penalized in any way for
We are in this area, therefore no
adhering to the council's
reduction for. us.
request for an open and honest
—"Also the statements made
budget.
"I believe the council will
HOMECOMING QUEEN—Donna Geurin reacts with happy
function far more effectively
selected the 1973
when every institution in the surprise at the announcement that she had been
Saturday. Miss
state submits requests on a MR;Homecoming Queen in pregame ceremonies
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and
Mr.
of
daughter
the
is
Ind.,
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Geurin,
to
realistic -basis as opposed
MSU president, Dr.
asking for what, at times, ap- N. Geurin. The new queen was crowned by
Staff Photo by Gene McCutchess
pears to be outlandish sums Constantine Curris.
a
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getting
with the hope
Other senators promised
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Fired
portion of it."
special Watergate prosecutor questions about Cox's investigaFollowing its review, the
Archibald Cox, who says he tion into the Nixon adminiscouncil will make a recomwanted more than just the tration's handling of the ITT
mendation to the State
presidential tapes, was to ap- case and the dairy industry's
Executive Department of
Senate contributions to the Nixon rethe
before
pear
Finance and Administration
and the governor for use in
Judiciary Committee today as election campaign.
The new prosecutor envisA workshop on the purposes, preparation of the state general
lead-off witness at hearings into
ioned by Nixon is to be named
services and organization of fund biennial budget for conhis ouster.
Five *sons were injured in front and right rear and Calloway County Hospital.
home health agencies will be sideration by the 1974 Kentucky 14 accidents which occurred damage to the Tucker car was
The hearings open during a this week by Acting Atty. Gen.
At 11 p.m. Friday, a car
conducted at Barkley Lodge on General Assembly.
driven by Gina Rose Starks, week in which President Nix- Robert Bork.
over the weekend, according to to the right front.
Monday, November 5
Time magazine said Sunday
State approwiations to Murray City Police.
Mrs. Betts was treated and 1501 Sycamore,left the street on on's acting attorney general,Is
The Kentucky League for Murray State for the current
The first accident of the released at the Murray- Dogwood Drive and struck a to name a new special prose- that Nixon had rejected one poNursing will sponsor the biennium are $11,209,740 for
tential Bork nominee, apparentlight pole and mail box, ac- cutor to replace Cox.
weekend occurred at 2:26 p.m. Callowa_y County Hospital.
workshop to acquaint the people 1972-73 and $11,502,540 for 1973- Friday on South Sixth, and
on political grounds. Time
Most senators, however,
David L. Cathey, 1506 cording to police. Damage to
of Western Kentucky with the 74. Total budgets for the two involved cars driven by Marie Ciayshire, was injured when his the car was to the front end.
their own idea about how to se(See Cox, Page 12
advantages of home health years are $18,613,601 and B. Betts, 624 Broad, and Gladys car went out of control and
Vehicles driven by Martha J. lect a man to investigate the
agencies. Citizens, medical and $19,248,920.
M. Tucker, 1207 Peggy Ann, struck three cars parked on Simpson, Newborn, Tenn., and administration.
allied health pprofessionals are
Central to this latest potential
Curris explained continuation according to police.
the Brandon Brothers Used Car Joseph A. Littleton, 809 Sharp,
encouraged to attend.
as merely providing for inInvestigating officers said the Lot on South 12th Friday night. were involved in a collision collision between Nixon and
Jean Keening, Southeastern creases in the budget "that Betts car was headed south on
Police said that Cathey Saturday on Main Street, ac- Congress is whether a new
Kentucky, Regional Health contribute directly to the Sixth, and the Tucker car was fainted and his car left the cording to police.
prosecutor will get access to
Demonstration Project, Lex- support of existing programs at going north on Sixth when the street, striking the three cars.
Officers said the Simpson car sensitive White House mateington, and Sister Dorthy
accident occurred. Damage to Cathey was admitted for ob- was going east on Main and the rials, which could be evidence
campaign spendPeterson, Certificate of Need
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — committee on
(See Regents, Page 121
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Murray State University
departed from long established
custom Saturday when regents
approved a proposed budget for
the next biennium with state
appropriation requests of
$12,985,686 for 1974-75 and
$13,503,872 for 1975-76.
Calling the budget for the twe
years "a minimal and realistic
assessment of needs," Dr.
Constantine (Deno) Curris,
Murray State president, said
the university has abandoned
"the old practice of asking for
two or three times as much as
you expect to get."
He elaborated by noting that
the budget proposed for the
1974-75 fiscal year reflects only
about a six percent increase
over the current budget and
called it indicative of the
"continuation." nature of the
biennial budget.
"This is perhaps the smallest
budget increase ever requested
by this institution," he told the
board, "and well could be the
ever
increase
smallest
requested by any school in the
state."

Israel Reports Its Forces
Down Three Egyptian 'Copters
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Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Has
Installation Of New Officers
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Ar and about

Unless you're trained
don't keep a loaded gun

DEAR M.C. • I advised the storekeeper against keeping
a loaded gm wader his counter for -protection." because
his wife stated that be had never fired a gun in his Life. I
repeat the advice.
You are correct about Switzerland. But their unique
aituation requires some clarification. Switzerland has no
standing army--tbeirs is purely a citizens' army. Every
physically and mentally fit Swiss male Is required to take
military training when he reaches the age of 20. He also
must take a refresher course annually until he is SO. Meanwhile, he keeps his guns and ammunition at home.
If you are suggesting that perhaps if every American
a gum Is Ms beam, it would reduce the national inch
' device of &amid& mml robbery, I waved remind you that
admen oaoin wall trained is• the use of firearms, he is
better aft oldie* thaw
DEAR ABBY: Just a moment, please. What does "Bewildered Grandma" mean, saying her granddaughter looks
like "a little old lady from the hills of Tennessee," because
she wears her hair pulled hack straight in a bun, no makeup whatsoever, and funny little wire-rimmed glasses?
What gives people the impression that we people m
Tennessee are a bunch of ignorant hillbillies who still use
outhouses, go barefoot, marry at age 11 and do nothing but
drink moonshine all day?
Tennessee is a beautiful state, and Tennesseans are the
most hospitable, considerate and compassionate people in
this country'
PROUD IN KINGSPORT
DEAR PROUD: Bravo! Now, let's hear it from The
Jackson Sala:
DEAR ABBY: A "bewildered grandma" complains because her beautiful 22-year-old granddaughter doesn't wear
ie drop of makeup, and doesn't go in for fancy hairstyles
and up-to-the-minute fashions. I should be so lucky with my
17-year-old daughter.
She is a naturally beautiful girl, with big brown eyes, a
flawless complexion and a gorgeous smile, but every morning she piles the makeup on so thick she looks unreal. I
never know from one day to the next whether her eyelids
will be blue, green, purple or brown.
I am waiting for the day my daughter grows up, and
realizes as "Bewildered's" granddaughter has, that the
more natural a girl looks the more beautiful she is.
JEALOUS IN JACKSON, TENN.
DEAR ABBY Tell that old lady who burnrapped the
folks in Tennessee she doesn't know what she's talking
about The gate of Tennessee has got to be the greatest
because Elvis Presley was born here
LOVES ELVIS IN MEMPHIS
DEAR LOVES: Sorry. but Elvis was born in Tupelo.
Miss.
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail vas Bares.
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal. NM for Abby's
booklet.
"Hew to Write Letters fee AB Occasions,"

DINAVE ,c7X-ea-AT
LEARN THESECRETOf
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MRS. JAMES E. HAMILTON, standing, speaks at the meeting of the Murray Rose and
Garden
Club held at the Perkins Pancake House. She spoke on "The Growing and Care of Roses" and was
introduced by Mrs. Jack Kennedy in absence of the program leader, Mrs. E.B. Howton, Mrs.
Ed
Diuguld is president of the club. Others seated, left to right, are Miss Cappie Beale,
Mrs. Jack
Kennedy, and Mrs. Marvin Fulton.

Mrs. Harold Blair
Hostess For Meet
Progressive Club
The home of Mrs. Harold
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER XI 1973
Blair was the scene of the OcARIES
highly stimulating day. Keep all tober
meeting
of
the
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
senses alert.
Progressive Hoinemakers.
A financial matter can now be
The devotion "God in Nature"
satisfactorily settled, but don't CAPRICORN
was given by Mrs. Glenn
let optimism lead you into ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may hear some very Fticherson. The vice president,
extravagance. Rather, concareless
talk. Be analytical and Mrs Harold Blair, conducted
solidate gains, with a view to
sift through all the wordage the business meeting. Mrs.
the future.
until you ring the bell of fact Jimmy Herndon called the roll
TAURUS
Then, and only then, take any with 14 members and three
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
visitors present.
Accent is now on career needed action.
Mrs. Walter Sagrera gave a
achievement, possibly some AQUARIUS
very interesting lesson on "The
unusual token of recognition. (Jan. 21 to Feb.
19)
--Art of Speaking." Pointing out
Those engaged in creative
Your impressions about what is
conversation, ways of
pursuits especially favored.
certain acquaintances will be
developing the art of conGEMINI
valid, but don't spread the
versation, improving your
(May 2:2 to June 21)
word. Some information is best
diction,
enriching
Some interesting possibilities kept secret.
your
indicated: Day may finally see
vocabulary, and participating
the completion of an important PISCES
in discussion.
project; also a real im- Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mrs. JWirny Herndon atprovement in your financial
Some misleading influences. tended tt*nesson on "Creative
situation.
Take no promises for granted. Gifts" and gave each one a
CANCER
Get everything in writing and, pamphlet of patterns and in(June 22 to July 23) 8
0 above all, be cautious in dealing struction on making Christmas
A day for playing the waiting with strangers.
Gifts.
game. Don't let anyone pin you
A meeting was set for October
down to a commitment until all --YOU-BORN TODAY-atilt
-p -1II in the home of Mrs. Kent
factors are clear in your own and enthusiasm to any we
Forrester so each member
mind. Some rosy reports could dertaking. You work hard
could
work on "Dome
be premature.
whether the job is simple or Decoupage."
LEO
difficult—and your energies are
The lesson on "Dried
July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
boundless. Be careful not to
Shore up sagging produc- misuse them! You have a great Flowers" was presented by
Mrs. Kent Forrester. She said
tivity, revise the format of love of nature and
are keenly
programs which seem to get interested in the physical that materials should be
nowhere. A change of pace, manifestations of life: If you gathered in summer and early
direction, momentum may be were to choose a career as a spring for drying. During the
the answer.
physician,at which you could be evening the women worked on
VIRGO
a great success, your main flower arrangements.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 19,
Refreshments were served by
interest would lie in physiology
Excellent influences en- and anatomy. Many other fields Mrs. Blair and Mrs. Gerald D.
courage intellectual pursuits, are open to you, however— Cooper to each member and the
romance and written matters. especially business, visitors, Mrs. Pat Chandler,
Day spells action, deter- statesmanship, music and Mrs. Jane Barton and
Mrs. Dee
mination. Plan wisely.
writing. In the latter con- Gantt.
LIBRA
nection, your works would have
The next meeting will be held
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
a strong dramatic quality. on Tuesday November 13, at
Delays and obstacles may be Birthdate of: John Adams, 2nd 7:00
p.m. at the home of Mrs,
the order of the day but such Pres., U.S.A.; Richard B.
Donald Crawford, 1624 Kirkchallenges can boomerang in Sheridan, Irish dramatist
wood Drive.
your favor if you stress your
determination—and foresight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rIV
A day in which a personal
ambition can be happily
fulfilled. You finally get the
backing you have wanted and
needed.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Being in the right place at the
right time could be the key to a
new opportunity or an ad
venturesome experience on this

CINEMA 2 - 11:15 p.m. TONIGHT
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NOW thru TUE
And now the movie...

A love sty
for guys wno
cheat on
their wives.

-e

A Universal Picture Technicolor'
Todd-A() 15 KO Cali

Geo. Segal
Kris Kristofferson
' Susan Anspach
Shelly Winters

Health

Members Of Temple
Hill OES At Meet

V.

Mrs. Diana Wilson and No. 277, worthy patrons;
Members of Temple Hill
Charlie Lassiter were installed Maxine Maynard, Cuba 5,1%, and
Chapter No. 511 Order of the
as worthy matron and worthy Bonnie Perkins, Mayfield
443, Eastern Star attended the
patron respectively of Temple Grand Sessions committee
Grand Chapter of Kentucky,
Hill Chapter No. 511 Order- of members.
the Eastern Star at the meeting
Chapters represented at the Order of the Eastern Star, at its
71st annual session held at
held on Thursday evening, meeting
were
Clinton,
October 18, at the Masonic Mayfield, Water Valley, Fulton, Louisville October 21-24.
Lodge.
Murray, Hardin, Alford, nd
Chapter members present
Other officers installed for the Cuba.
were Mrs. Beaurdean Wrather,
ensuing year were: Sue ThAfter the close of the meeting Raymond Wrather, Mrs. Sue
weatt, associate matron; Hollie dinner was served
in the dining Thweatt, Mrs! Clara Starks,
Alderdice, associate patron; room of the lodge
hall to the Mrs. Lucy Alderdice, Hollie
Modean Grogan, secretary; seventy-five members
and Alderdice, and Mrs. Modean
John Grogan, treasurer; Rhoda guests.
Grogan.
Nell Herndon, conductress;
Mrs. Beaurdean Wrather was
Ruby Grogan, associate con- installed as district deputy
ductress; Bernice Westerman,
grand matron of District V and
marshall; Ruth Lassiter,
011ie Portia of Hardin was inchaplain; Ruth
Dawson,
stalled as district deputy grand
organist; Rita Culver, Adah;
patron of District 72.
Auberna
Perkins, Ruth;.
Kathleen Bardley, Esther;
Mrs. Maurice Ryan opened
Clara Evelyn Starks, Martha; her home on Dogwood Drive for
Deborah Grogan, Electa; Carol the October meeting of the Ruth
Lynn Holt, warder; Louise Wilson Circle of the First
Westerman, sentinel.
United Methodist Church
Mrs. Wilson has selected pink Women. Mrs. Otis Erwin served
and white as her colors, all as cohostess.
flowers as her flowers, "Home
The meeting was presided
of the Soul" as her song, over by Mrs. Maurice Humrainbow as her emblem, Golden phrey, circle chairman, who
Rule as her motto, and Genesis made several important an9:16 and Matthew 21:22 as her nouncements.She said this was
scriptures.
the year for the members to
By
Serving as Installing officers change circles and a list was
Barbara Jewell
were Bill Cates, Raymond signed by those who wished to
COFFEE-WEED is
Wrather, Mary Ann Cates, do so. A new chairman, Mrs.
VERY LOVELY
Hardin Alderdice, Olene Portis, W.P.Russell, was elected for
Most people connect the word
Dorothy Brown, and Herman next year with other officers to
Chicory with coffee It is a fact
St. John.
be chosen later.
that the roots of Chicory are
The regular meeting was
Mrs. Otis Erwin announced used to make a coffee substitute, opened prior to the installation that help was needed at the but this plant also sports very
with Mrs. Beurdean Wrather, church, during. the making of lovely purple-blue flowers, which
worthy matron, presiding pictures for the new church are found growing wild in the
during the *rung ceremonies. directory. Plans were made for northeastern section of the United
States.
Distinguished members `11 church dinner to be served by
Because of the use otits mew-welcomed were Bill Cates, past the circle in November.
the piaoi. has gained
grand patron of the Grand
The devotion was given by
Coffee-Weed." The flowers are
Chapter of the OES in Ken- Mrs. Gillard Ross and her ray-shaped and about one inch in
tucky; Mrs. Dixie Alderdice, subject was "Intercessory in diameter. These blooms close
when it rains and open when the
grand
representative
of Prayer." She played portions of
shines
Michigan in Kentucky; Mrs. a tape of Corrie ten Boom, sun
Why don't you put seme sunLucy
Alderdice,
grand author of "The Hiding Place," shine in someone's life by sendrepresentative of Montana in and took her scripture from the ing a floral arrangement or bouKentucky;
quet Everyone loves flowers and
Mrs.
Judith book of Ephesians.
Jackson, deputy grand matron
Mrs. John Fortin presented we have the finest selection of
of District 72; Roy Perkins, the program. She took excerpts flowers available.
deputy grand patron of District from the book, "The Opposite
22; Frances Churchill, Murray Sex," and also reviewed the
Star No. 433, Wilma Holmes, book, "The Becomers" by
Mayfield No. 443, Doris Keith Miller.
Mb at Poplar St.
Bradley, Cuba No. 511, Ftetta
Delicious refreshments were
73341110
Salentine, Alford No. 445, Hazel served to the eighteen members
Taylor, Fulton City No. 41, and one guest.
Olene Portia, Hardin No. 277,
and Elnora Clifton, Water
Valley No. 554, worthy
matrons; Edgar Brown, Alford
No. 445, Roy Taylor, Fulton City
No. 41, and Olive Portia, Hardin
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Ryan Home Scene
Of October Meet
Ruth Wilson Circle

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY You recently advised a storekeeper
against keeping a loaded gun under the counter in order to
protect himself against possible robbers. Why?
In Switzerland every citizen is required by law to keep
a gun in his home, and they have one of the lowest rates of
homicide and armed robbery in the world!
MC. IN VA
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MANNING GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Manning,
311 North 12th Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Tammy Rene, weighing six
pounds ten ounces, born on
Tuesday. October 23, at 12:51
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Randy,
age 13,and two other daughters,
Lori,age seven, and Vickie, age
two. The father is employed at
Nance Motor Sales.
Mrs. Maybell Story of Murray
is the maternal grandmother
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byrd
of Farmington are the paternal
grandparents.
HOPKINS BOY
Michael Eric was the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Hopkins of Murray Route Two
for their baby boy, vitighing six
pounds 81
/
2 ounces, born on
Tuesday, October 23, at 5:06
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed - at
Rhodes Feed Mill, Cuba.
•
Grandparents are Mr. arid
Mrs. Gifford Hopkins of Farniington and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Sublett. of Hickman.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Lillie Hopkins of Fulgham and
Mrs Hylda Jones of Clinton.
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Mrs. Sally Guy Is
Speaker At United
Methodist Meeting
The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel Church
held its October meeting at the
church with the president, Mrs.
Rosezella Outland, presiding
and welcoming the group.
Mrs. Sally Guy, Was peat
speaker for the afternoon. Her
topic was "The Great Reformer—Martin Luther," who
preached in the 16th century,
wrote
pamphlets,
cornmentaries, and also was a great
hymn writer.
A beautiful song, "Jesus Is
His Name," was sung by Mrs.
Louise Short.
Mrs. Dorothy Simon had a
lovely spiritual table setting
Including a picture of "Praying
Hands; The Ship and Our Lord
Jesus." Her theme was
"Private worship of God is not
enough, we need to worship
along with others in God's
House."
Her subject was "Episcles,"
which are messages from God.
there are twenty-one with Peul
writing fourteen, Peter two,
John three, James one and
Jude or Thaddeus one.
A get well card was signed by
everyone present to be sent to
Mrs. Hall (Jackie ) Wilkinson.
Mrs Martha Crass Will be
leaving for a few months' stay
in Florida and the group will'
miss her at the meetings. A new
member welcomed was Mrs.
Elvie Carson with the group
now have a total of eighteen
members.
Delicious refreshments of
cakes, punch, etc., were served
by the hostesses for the month,
Mrs. Klara Wutzke and Mrs.
Marie Marvin.
Members present were
Mesdames Martha Crap, Ethel
Walker, Carrie Hicks, Shirley
Garland, Lora Wilkinson,
Rosezella Outland, Gustine Dill,
Ruby Harris, Klara Wutzke,
Tnni Hopson, Susan Adams,
Dorafhi Simon, and Elile
Careen.
Visitors were Mrs. Dorothy
Browder, Mrs. Laverne Cartes,
Mrs. Irene Dunft Master Mark
Chariton, and Mrs. Sally Guy.
The next meeting will be on
Monday, November 12, at one
p.m.
.
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DRYCLEANING
SPECIALS!
Trousers,Slacks,
Sweaters,

Skirts,
Viport Coats
any 4 for

$
1
88
NO LIMIT!

SHIRTS
Laundered
to Perfection
5for

A/

$
110
on hangers
a
•

30C each folded.
NO LIMIT!

One HOUR

anRs_
Centro( Sitopping

ent.r

Open 71.41.4 p.m. Monday-Sat
Phone 753-9084
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will have a Fun Snackin' and
Monday, October 29
Music games at the SUB ThoroughCivic
Murray
Association will present the bred room at 7:30 p.m.
Opera
Grand
Goldovsky
Joe Creason, columnist for
Theatre at eight p.m. in Lovett
the Courier-Journal, will speak
Auditorium.
at the Calloway County Public
and Library at 7:30 p.m. This is free
Ranger
Woodmen
Rangerette Units will have a and open to the public.
Halloween party from six to
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
7:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall.
Order of the Eastern Star will
Haunted House by the Kappa have a meeting for new officers
and members at seven p.m. at
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at 16th and Main the Masonic Hall.
Streets will be open from six to
Xi Alpha Chapter of Beta
ten p.m. The charge fifty cents
Sigma Phi will meet at the Ellis
per person.
Center at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Murray Mental Health
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
Center at seven p.m
meet at the club house at 1:30
Tuesday, October 30
p.m. with Mesdames E.S.
Murray TOPS Club will meet Ferguson, M.C. Henry, Kenneth
at the Health Center at seven Tucker, Jr., Dick Sykes, and
Max Reed as hostesses.
p.m.

For Children
It has been more than le
years since the discovery of a
vaccine to prevent polio, a
disease which once took a
tragic toll of life and health.
Since then hundreds of
thousands of children and
adults have been spared frtim
the crippling sickness by
taking the vaccines developed
through the work of Dr Jonas
Salk and later, Dr Albert
Sabin.
While these vaccines have
made the disease preventable. sonic grave concerns
over the possibility of another
polio epidemic are now being
expressed by many public
health officials.
Why the concern- if there is
an anti-polio serum? Because
among those most susceptible
to the disease — children
between the ages of 1 to 4 —
only 62.9 per cent are fully
vaccinated against polio, the
lowest level in nine years,
reports the Health Insurance
Institute.
BOOSTER SHOTS NEEDED
Vaccination is still the best
answer to the threat of such
childhood diseases as polio,
mumps, tetanus, rubella,
diphtheria, measles and
whooping cough. Since one
vaccination seldom gives
permanent immunity to a
disease, booster shots are
usually needed at certain
intervals.
Here is a suggested
schedule for vaccinations,
based on the recommdndations of the Ametican
Medical Association and the
of
Academy
American
Pediatrics:
For diphetheria, tetanus

If a child in your family is
past infancy and has not yet
had all his immunization
shots, don't take further
chances. Visit your physician
or health clinic and start now.
If the child has been vaccinated, find out from your
family doctor or clinic if
booster shots are needed.
Don't forget, a child front one
to four years of age is
susceptible to a number of
diseases which are easily
preventable through immunization.

Metes pond neves for yowl Exclusive new "hard core" SYNA-CLEA111 D•conaestant
cavities
table ea Astalvtly and otweinuoudy to droin and clear oil nosol-dnus
ot
One 'hard owe' tablet gives you op to 8 houn relief front pon and pressure
congestion. Alves you to breathe oosay —steps watery •yes and rawly on. Too
prescription
a
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isms
without
Holland Drug
con boy STNA-CTIAA AT
Satisfaction pwaranteed by waiter Try d10460

Introductory
Offer Worth

$1150

Cot owl pis ad—take to Oar* Ifogha ihmodon• on. pod of SYNA-CLEAN 1 Ts sad
Pock Free
receirat on. more

day

"Back-To-School Night" will
be held at Kirksey Elementary
School at 7:30 p.m. This is
sponsored by the PTA.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES
For vaccinations against
rubella German measles)
and measles, the child should
be about one year old. One
vaccination will do for each.
As yet no booster shots have
been recommended for either
measles or rubella. The same
one-shot vaccination applies
for mumps after one year of
age

SINUS SUFFERERS

St.

•••

and whooping cough, the
recommended age for a child
to be immunized is at two
months, with an additional
two doses at two-month intervals each. The child should
get booster shots again at a
year and a half and also before
entering school
For polio, the age for first
immunization is recommended at two months, with
another two doses of the oral
vaccine two months apart. At
a year and a half the child
should get another booster and
one again before entering
school. Any later boosters
should be taken as recommended by the family doctor
or health clinic.

"Now available —PRUVO Cough Syrup from
the SYNA-CLEAR people."

NATURALIZER.
FUNSTERS

The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will have a
potluck salad supper at the
church, followed by a program
by members of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

New Fashions

At left is one of 12 possible new "official" uniforms looks for Junior
Girl Scouts, and at center and right are two of the 15 possible mixand-match combinations for Cadettes.

Junior, Cadette Girl Scouts
Get Mix-N-Match Uniforms
New uniforms are being
introduced this fall for Junior
and Cadette Girl Scouts,
completing a uniform revision
program begun two and a half
years ago.
For the 9 through 11-year-old
Junior, the new uniform gives a
choice of 12 incLividual looks,
from a formal dress to casual
pants outfits—all official. With
five mix and match, easy-care,
separates, suitable for any
climate, the pre-teen Junior Girl
Scout can dress to fit her mood
and her figure.
A slight edge in age--Cadette
Girl Scouts are 12-through 14years-old—gives the teenagers
a slight edge in their voice of
looks with their new uniform.
The _Ms_ mix And_ match
components add up to over 15
different official outfits.
Since 1912, when Girl Scouts of
the U. S. A. was founded, Girl
Scout uniforms hays undergone
many changes. Fashions ranged
from the original navy middy
blouse and skirt, to the 1914
khaki dress and the 1928
introduction of the "green",
the
style
various
plus
modifications in the '40s and
'60s.
This latest change had its
starting point four years ago
when the national organization
Invited suggestions from Girl
Scouts across the country,
asking their preferences. A
recurrent theme that came
through was pants-pants-pants,
no waistline, big pockets, a neat

sporty -un-uniform" look made
identifiable with Girl Scout
insignia, and most of all easycare fabrics.
In spring 1971, new Adult and
Senior Girl Scout uniforms were

A

brought out, and in spring 1973,
Brownies got their new uniform.
The introduction of the new
Junior and Cadette uniforms
this fall completes the new
fashion look for all Girl Scout
age groups.
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Aren't these foggy mornings
beautiful! Yes,I know fogs are a
traffic hazard, but so many
nattre's events are dangerous.
A thunderstorm that can wreak
such damage is an awesome,
beautiful sight. The hurricanes
that sweep across the Florida
coast are terribly destructive,
but in their own wild way are
still beautiful.
Nature is filled with beauty,
whether wild or quiet. A
woodland with its greenery and
flowers is a lovely place and
every thing we grow from the
handsome lily to the tiny violet
has its own perfection.
I sometimes think people are
the same. We are all God's
creation and some have gone
astray like the mutations of
flowers. But there is a beauty in
the human race that needs to be
nourished to bring out the best,

SNOW PUDDING REFRESHES

,t4b,
IT!

If your houseplants are still
out on thf• patio, they may be
getting a little chilly these cool
nights and James .eointer,
Extension horticulturistatthe
University of Tennessee,
recommends bringing them i
for the winter
"Begonias of all kinds,
geraniums, poinsettias, and
African violets all are sensitive to chilling," lays
Pointer, assistant professor.
'So, are diefenbachia and
sanseveria. If these plants are
chilled, stems soften and
collapse at the bottom
Disease organisms are likely
to get in. You mile not notice
the damage until midwinter
when the leaves turn ashy
green.''
Pointer recommends that
you bring the plants in Just as
they are.
"But if they need repotting,
do it immediately," he adds.
"Also do any required pruning
so that the plant has a chance
to recover before the dark
days of winter arrive."
If you think that your plants
have already suffered chill
damage, the specialist points
out that about the only
thing to do is to bring them in
and then give them plenty of
light Withhold water for
seven to ten days to
discourage molds and rots.

Second night of Haunted
House at ltah and Main Streets
by the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
from six to ten p.m.
Church History series by Fr.
Richard Danhauer will be heldby St. Leo's Catholic Church at
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Down the
1
,
14

PORK PLUS POTATOES
Oven-brown potatoes for a
delicious platter -mate for
pork loin roast Simply cook
uncovered, in the pan with the
roast for the last hour Then.
after the roast is removed and
waiting to be carved, turn up
the heat to 375 degrees F
cover the pan and continue
cooking the potatoes until
tender, turning in the drippings several times.

Winter

• fly
•/PA,
•ItT •• -•

Wednesday, Octobec 31
Women's' Society
MSU
Bicycle Interest Group will
meet at 10:30 a.m. at the home
of Mrs. Peggy Hayden (Mrs.
Thomas)at 801 South 9th Street.
Women interested in joining the
group may call 753-9920.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge aub will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, Payne
and North 12th Streets.

Ken Holland's
Latest Release

"'the Ugly Duckling" will be
presented by the Department of
Theatre Arts at the MSU
Theatre at eight p.m. The admission Is fifty cents.

In limited edition Print, and the colors are deep & rich.
We think, f Remember These i is Ken's best effort. There
are only 1090 of these made and many are already sold. If
you would like one of this print, Sent order to

The University Wind Siniso matter where we come from
fonietta, directed by Prof. Paul
E' who we are.
--The foggy mornings surely Shahan, will present a concert
tell us that winter is in the in the MSU Recital Hall of the
offing, and what ever we expect Fine Arts Annx at eight p.m.
to do in our gardens we had
Final night of Haunted House,
better get to it. For the days are 16th and Main Streets, by the
getting shorter and crisper.
Kappa Department of the
All bulbs should be in the
Murray Woman's Club will be
ground this week or next except
from six to ten p.m.
tulips and they can go in most
anytime in November. Now is
Thursday, November 1
time to set out cuttings of any
The Foundational Sunday
plant like geraniums or azaleas
School Class of the First Baptist
or hydrangeas. I would wait
Church will have a potluck
until after the first killing frost
at the home of Mrs.
to transplant a shrub, for they supper
at seven p.m.
Shirley
Edgar
need to be dormant.
That is, they are easier to
The MSU Women's Society
transplant, for it is possible to
move a plant in the middle of the
summer while it is still green: I
have moved one while it is
blooming when it becomes
necessary, but waiting until late
fall gives better insurance that
it will take root without delay.
Just remember the main thing
about planting is to dig deeply.
Work in plenty of compost or
peat moss and water well. Cover
the plant a little deeper than it
was and stake,,,it' if necessary.
The winter 'winds can play
havoc with a new shrub before it
has an opportunity to get roots
down into the soil.
be
can
plants
Potted
gradually brought into the
house. Set them on a proch or
unheated room first. The dry
3
atmosphere of our heated
houses is not too good for potted
This luxury machine ofplants that have been outdoors
fers 14 built-in stitches.
probably
all summer. They will
including speed basting;
drop most of their leaves, but
a built-in buttonholer,
soft-touch fabric feed
with careful watering and
system and the exclusive
plenty of light, they will recover.
Singer.' push-button front
There is plenty of work to do
drop-in bobbin Choose
fun.
such
all
is
now but
from these fine cabinets

Ken Holland Prints, White Star Farm,
R. No. 2, Benton, Ky., 42025
Remeber These, 18" x 24500 numbered & signed
500 signed only
add $1 00 for postage & 5 per cent sales tax

$15 00 each
$10 00 each

Name
Address

Phone 502-527-8040

SUPERSTAR SPECIALS!
•

20% OFF

REG.
PRICES

on Singer sewing machines

Touch & Sews zig-zag
sewing machine with
CHOICE OF CABINETS

THE
IHOE
THAT1
Af fOFT
Af YOUR FOOT

The Japanese are not great dessert eaters, but they do hate
a few favoriteseOnepf these is the airy light Japanese Snow
Pudding. Fresh squeezed lemon juice and grated lemon rind
give it refreshing flavor. This American variation is sweetened
delicately with Karo light corn syrup. The Japanese might
garnish it with slices of kumquats topped with candied
violets. But a few slices of strawberries are appealing, too.

A tender little shoe for really going places.
that's this Naturallzer tie. Such a great look.
and a great feeling, too, thanks to soft crinkle
patent on top and a specially molded crepe
sole underneath. S2099

JAPANESE SNOW PUDDING
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin t4 cup lemon juice
3 egg whites
1/1 cup cold water
4 cup Kan)Hight corn syrup
1
/
3h cup sugar
Kumquat slices and
2 cups boiling water
sugared violets or
2 teaspoons grated
Sliced strawberries
lemon rind

Blue Patent
Tan Patent
Black Patent

-nwirnisne

-••adavearmaa•

set

ADAMS.
SHOE STORE
* Open Friday Nights *

•

Sprinkle gelatin over cotd water; let soften 5 minutes. -Add
_isjiger...ancL boiling water; stir until gelatin and sugar are
1--to..stif-rtrWittit fintrarst Itricc.•
'completely arikaviz.
tti-liestirs or motif -siigittly-thieleei. Owio the consistency-at.linffEatefftlifirfe. Bat egg" whites fgjitit foamv."filikluaffy
-add corn syrup, heating until stiff peaks form when beater
is raised. Fohrgelatin mixture into •egg white mixttirce Pour
into 9 x 9 x 2-inch pan. Chill until- set. Uninold and cut into
3-inch squares. Garnish with kumquat slices and sugared
violets or with fresh sliced strawberries. Makes 9 SCI ingt,

1.1

Watch Your

FAT-GO
Lose ugly excess weight with this
sensible NEW FAT-GO diat
plan. Nothing sensational lust
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
pnce of two cups of coffee.

Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
.IWO starftirstirRi weight thismwsk.•
Money track M full if not cornpiesely satisfied with *main loss ;rims,
Hi. very nrst package.
DON'T DELAY

gat FAT-00 today.
Only $2.50 at Holland

Drug Co

REG.
PRICE
756/686/687/699

OFF

Early American

Spanish Style

_' 111111111111r# u
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Contemporary
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FASHION MATE* zig-zag
sewing machine with carrying case

SALE

8

$
Has the exclusive Singr: front drop-in bobbin.
presser feet, bobbin overwind prevention Model 257/575
snap-on8

Reg.
s109.95

See Barbara Streisand, CBS-TV, 8 p.m. Friday

MURRAY-SEWINGr CENTER
753-5323
Bet Air gipping Center
Murray, Ky.
- - 7 Murray's One Stop Sewing Center
o•Plietotit 1118111411 Wittig
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An AP News Analysis

Funny Funny World
61:
BOOKS
From "I Don't Get No Respect" by Rodney Dangerfield
(Price-Stern-Sloan, 81). One time I told my old roan:
"Nobody likes me." He said, "Don't feel that way
Everybody hasn't met you yet."
From "You'll Diet Laughing" by Henry Boye (Horizon,
il). Did you ever stop to think that the reason sex is so
popular is because it has no calories?
Winston Churchill hated to be a loser, no matter what
the undertaking, recollects Dr. Howard A. Rusk in "A
World To Care For." "During one of his last visits to the
United States, he was a guest at the home of his lifelong
friend, Bernard Baruch. At the time, both men were in
their 80s. Over the years, they had been fervid gin rummy
antagonists, so as soon as the former prime minister was
settled, Baruch brought out the cards. What he anticipated
would be an enjoyable encounter, however, developed into
a bitter struggle. It came about because he made the mistake of getting sixty dollars ahead of Churchill the first
tw.) days. Determined to win back the money, Churchill
woke him up at six in the morning for the last three days.
When Sir Winston finally went home, Baruch couldn't wait
to stretch out for a restful nap."
A man who was very much interested in old books ran
Into an unbookish acquaintance of his who had just thrown
away an old bible which had been packed away in the attic
of his ancestral homefor generations. The latter happened
to mention it. "Somebody by the name of Guten-something
had printed," he stated. "Not Gutenburg!" gasped the
book lover."You idiot, you've thrown away one of the first
books ever printed. A copy sold at auction recently at over
$400,000." The other man was unmoved. "My copy
wouldn't have brought a dime, he answered, "some fella
named Martin Luther had scribbled all over it." (The
Rotartooter, Webster City, Iowa)
Carleton Carpenter, the actor whose novel "Cat Got
Your Tongue" has been just published, mentioned
numerous Greenwich Village bars in the book. He was
asked if he had spent much time in them. "No," Carpenter
replied. "Drinking doesn't help writing, but writing helps
drinking. It gives yo0 the auiney to be able to afford it."
(Leonard Lyons)
About 90,000 books or six percent of the total have
disappeared from the University of Pittsburgh library
since they introduced the honor system in 1988.
A California politician was explaining how he made a
point of remembering the name of everyone he ever met.
"I got the idea years ago," he explained, when I first read,
'How to Win Friends and Influence People' by Dick
Carnegie."
In his younger days, mystery writer Erie Stanley
Gardner wrote Western stories for the pulps, on a per word
. basis. As the usual rate was a mere three cents a word, he
used as many words as possible. He even wrote the word
"bang" every time the hero fired his gun. And, as the gun
was a six-shooter, he always had him miss with the first
five shots. The editors found this last a little hard to take.
"How come," one of them asked, "that your hero, who is
supposed to be the fastest gun in the West, invariably
needs six shots to put away the bad guy? Don't you think
It's about time he showed some improvement?" "He'll
never improve at these rates," confided Gardner.
From "Leo Rosten's Treasury of Jewish Quotations"
$10). A mother-in-law and a daughter-inlaw in one house are like two cats in a nag.

Ton-Mars Ago Tosay
Paul Max Farris, now serving with the U.S. Arms
in Kitzingen, Germany, was recently promoted from
Second Lieutenant to First Lieutenant.
The Hazel Woodmen of the World presented a
Kentucky state nag to Calloway County High School.
Randall Patterson of the Hazel Camp made the
presentation to William B. Miller, school principal.
L.B. Wilkinson, age 82, died October 27 at his home
on Murray Route Five.
Cheerleaders at Murray College High School are
Vicki Singleton, Jeanie Brewer, Patsy Hendon,
Carole Knight, Shirley Thomas, and Diane Wilson.

Twenty Years Ago Today
The Economy Grocery on East Main Streetwill go
out of business on October 31, according to an,announcement by Phillip D. Mitchell, owner of the
concern. The grocery has been in business since
1935.
Members of the cast of the play, "Home Sweet
Homi-ide," to be presented by the Senior Clans of
Murray Training School are Jeanette Huie, Martha
Thurman, Ann Farmer, Wade Underwood, George
Waldrop, Fred Gardner, Melvin Henley, June
Barnett, Randa Broach, H.W. qlerry, Jr., James
Outland, Joann Swann, Jackie Geurin, Hilda
Trevathan, Ella Jean Irvan, Sue Timmons, and
Charles Scarborough.
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt of Itirksey Route One
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with a
buffet dinner at their home on October 24.
Mrs. Adelle Wilson, Mrs. Frances Churchill, and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star are attending the
Grand CAapter of the OES contention in Louisville.

Bible Thought For Today
Fear thou not; for I am with thee; be not
dismayed; fort am they God; I will strengthen thee:
ie.
yea, I will help thee.—Isaiah
For the child of God helplessness is counteracted
by divinely supplied strength and help.
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After The Cease-Fire--What Next?
they have been put in the posifrustration all along has spelled
bitterness, instability and con- tion of conceding there must be
at least some small corrections
flict.
To add to the Arabs' woes, in the map as it appeared bethere is a chance now once fore the 1967 war, a bitter pill
again that their unity, ex- they will have to administer to
pressed through their joint ac- their reluctant Arab friends if
tions in this war, will slowly be- there is to be any chance of regin again to disintegrate, much lieving Middle East pressure on
world politics.'
in the pattern of the past.
Moscow did some feinting,
The Arabs will have fallen
short of their florid vows to but obviously was careful not to
"liberate" Palestine, and that let matters go too far. The Soviet Union seemed to feint in
scar is bound to hurt again.
Israel may claim some its bid to place troops in the
By WILLIAM L RYAN
pluses, but the war was enor- Middle East to police the ceaseAP Special Correspondent
mously costly for her in terms fire, but backed away in the
Whatever happens now in the of losses in men and materiel. face of a forceful U.S. riposte,
always unpredictable Middle She demonstrated she could accepting the principle of a
East, peace seems a long way still defend herself and punish U.N. peacekeeping force withoff.
an enemy severely, but, like out any big power troops.
Perhaps that was a propaNew wounds have been in- the Arabs, she is likely to sufflicted — deep ones. New com- fer a good deal of economic ganda ploy whereby Moscow
hoped to convince its Arab
plexities have been piled upon pain as part of the price.
old ones. New factors have
The same problems as before clients of good intentions. But if
it was a ploy, it was both danbeen introduced that serve to are still there, magnified.
underscore a prospect of future
If the Arabs wouldn't go to a gerous and costly.
It was dangerous because it
conflict, made the more peril- conference table with the Isous by a persistent clash of su- raelis before the new war, will suggested brinkmanship. It
perpower interests.
they be any more willing to do was costly to Moscow in the
sense that it demonstrated to
It may be that things will so now?
calm down for a little while.
Israel rosy pull back from Americans that detente doesn't
The immediate interests of the her salient across the Suez, but necessarily mean safety and
two superpowers seems to in- that now is a big bargaining showed how fragile and undedicate effort to persuade their chip for her to force something pendable the new spirit of
respective clients to cool mat- out of the Egyptians. In any "peaceful coexistence" could
ters.
case, there is little chance Is- be.
In any case, even should the
But the scenario of the rael will give up certain of the
Middle East has a terrifying places she seized in 1967, what- superpowers resume the collaway of repeating itself. Crisis ever else she may be per- boration they began with Secremoves to war, to big-power en- suaded to do in return for a tary of State Kissinger's hurried trip to Moscow at the
tanglement, sometimes to a guarantee of her security.
glimpse of the nuclear brink,
There were a lot more losers Kremlin's invitation, it is clear
and then to a halt in the shoot- in the war than winners, how- now that the obstacles to
ing, at which time the over-all ever, on all sides.
deactivating the durable Middle
situation in that immensely
The Americans and Eu- east time bomb are at least as
stratPgie area is immeasurably ropeans are likely to feel the formidable as before: zsitrhaps
more dangerous than ft had effects of this war later on, de- more so.
If there'd been any sort of
been before the shooting start- pending upon how long an aned.
nounced Arab cutback in oil open path to settlement before
What happened in the fourth production persists, and per- Oct. 6 when the Yom Kippur
of the Arab-Lsraeli wars in 25 haps it will be politically peril- war began, it is now strewn
years was that nobody seems to ous for the sheiks to relent at with the burnt-out Wks of U.S.
and Soviet machines of war,
have gained enough to have this time of high emotion.
made the cost and the peril
The Russians have, in a gruesome reminders of the
worth while. All suffered losses sense, lost. Their new weapons area's potential as a proving
not only Arabs and Jews, but were beaten again. Moreover, grounds for bigger conflict.
Russians, Americans, Europeans and others.
According To Boyle
The fourth round changed the
picture sharply. Militarily, the
Arabs demonstrated an ability
to use sophisticated Soviet
weaponry effectively. This is
new. It suggests that Israel has
new worries now and far less
assurance of an automatic upper hand should war break out
NEW YORK (AP) — Things 198 of them. That's pretty good
again.
In terms of world politics, the a columnist might never know for a country boy, but not up to
royalty. At her death, the wardpicture seems to be changing, If he didn't open his mail:
You can be wrong, but a ma- robe of Queen Elizabeth I was
too. Short term, Moscow will
have reason to want to avoid chine can be wronger. It has found to contain more than 1,explosions so that the Russians been estimated that it would 000 dresses. Or was it 10,000?
Quotable notables: "When the
can hope to reap the economic take 100 conscientious clerks
benefits they sought from the working for 100 years to make people shout in unison and evdetente with the United States a mistake as monumental as a ery man walks straight before
single goof that a computer can him, the walls of tyranny will
and the West.
But long range, Moscow make in one-thousandth of a come tumbling down." — Heywood Broun.
seems likely to get into trouble second.
Scientists have a nickname
Stumbling blocks: Are the
with the West again in the
Middle East. Far from a less- for comets — "dirty snow- new platform shoes, which eleening of rivalry there, the pros- balls." This is because they vate their men or women wearpect is for imcreasing com- consist largely of dust par- ers up to seven inches from the
petition as the Persian Gulf ticles, ice and frozen gases. ground, safe? The American
looms more and more impor- The ancient Greeks named Medical Association passes this
them kometes, meaning "long- advice along from an expert
tant in an oil-hungry world.
Moscow's interest in that oil haired," because they leave "If you wear platform shoes,
is both political and economic. misty tails that may stretch 100 walk slowly and carry your
It is political because the oil million miles or more through health insurance card. You
might need it."
suggests influence over the fu- space.
Why is it so hard to swat a
Foibles of the famous: Sigtures of non-Communist countries; economic because Mos- young and alert housefly? Well, mund Freud, the father of psycow itself may need substan- Its eyes have 4,000 lenses each. choanalysis, was himself a sutially increased imports of oil The fly can see thousands more perstitiuos neurotic who admitof you than the one you see of ted he suffered from an Oedin seven or eight years.
ipus complex. He feared the
The vast clouds of confusion him.
You're not among the people number 17 and became conkicked up over the scorched
battlefields make it difficult to who have everything if you vinced he would die at the age
judge what the immediate im- don't own a boat. Nearly one of 51 — which is three times 17
pact of the war has been in the out of every 20 Americans now But he lived on until 83.
Middle East itself, among the does in this generation that has
Geographical oddity: Norway
Arab participants and their al- seen a continuing mushrooming has a village named "A."
of water sportit
It was Benjamin Franklin
lies.
Television sportscaster Lind- who observed,"Doing an injury
If Egypt hoped for some purchase, for bargaining, by tak- say Nelson, known for his fond- puts you below your enemy; reing and holding a strip of her ness for horse blanket sport venging one makes you even
former territory in Sinai on the coats, said recently, in re- with him; forgetting it sets you
east bank of the Suez Canal, sponse to a query, that he had above him."
the Israelis effectively nullified
THIS SHSCS COHITIHIUTTO Iv THE •0111.ISTIF5A PH•LII" StlITHICIE
that by punching across to the
west side, securing a large
salient almost within shouting
distance of Cairo and threatening to isolate Egypt's forces
on, the other bank.
If Syria hoped to get back the
Golan Heights, she was worse
off now than on Oct. 5, because
the Israelis had driven even
more deeply into Syria.
There has been a good deal
of talk about a new pride
among the Arabs because they
fought longer and better. Still,
When you think of the stuff that makes air dirty,
that is going to be small comyou
think of auto exhaust, diesel engines, incinerpensation for what they lost.
ators; right?
Once again the fighting has
They contain some pretty bad dirt-makers like:
been enormously costly for
Particulates (minute solids suspended in air);
them in terms of men and
hrirocirbonsearbon monoxide.
equipment.
But the
Moreover Arabs will know.
you inhale contains
more of this stuff than auto exhaust,dismingines,
that white,* happened to
•Tg•-•
—and'
tEat's
They--w7p;;;retirn,
good
into your Itmgs.
-as they did even in 1956, that ,_
So you see,smoking is dumb enough.
they had a victory, but they'
"&
1
'
knew then and they probably
know now that victory has
eluded them The frustration is
likely to grow again, and that
We wont to wipe out cancer in your lifetime

EDITOR'S NOTE — The
shooting has died down in the
Middle East. There is a fragile
kind of cease-fire, with the
hope that the United Nations
Can turn it into something more
solid. Now what lies ahead?
What of relations between the
United States and the Soviet
Union; between the Arabs and
the West? The following
analysis by Special Correspondent William L. Ryan takes a
look at the situation.

DISAPJAAMENT TALKS

CREPOUTY

GAP

ARMS REDUCTION TALKS

'Balance' is the key
These problems have confronted NA-TO st;ategists from
the outset, but*'now they have
some new ones to think about as
result of the war in the Mideast.
Whether it wanted to do so or not,
the Soviet Union has exhibited
some substantial new and effective armament in that war.
It included an array of surfaceto-air missiles that were effective
at all altitudes and initially pinned
down the Israeli air force. Also
not seen in action previously by
the West were new anti-tank
rockets new aircraft, a new tank
misand
siles.

new ground-to-ground

_ We have to believe that the
NATO intelligence was aware of
the existence of these weapons.
However, the fact that the Soviet
Union entrusted its most advanced weaponry to the unstable
Arabs, the numbers of weapons
and the effectiveness with which
the Arabs used them should give
NATO even less reason to have
charitable thoughts in negotiations when the MBFR discussions
resume.
If the Arabs have the sophisticated Soviet weapons it is certain
that they also are in the hands of
the more advanced and technologically oriented East European Communist states — which
makes that two-to-one numerical
advantage in troops even more
significant.
Not only should the 2riies reinsert the word "balanced" into
the roundtable discussions in
Vienna, they should insist also
that it be translated literally into
action.

When the preparatory meeting
over Mutual. and Balanced Reduction of Forces ( MBFR) between
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Communist Warsaw Pact ended last June 28 there
were two general areas of agreement.
The conferees agreed to meet
again. Also, after five months of
negotiations in Vienna, they
agreed to drop the word "balanced" from discussions of arms
reductions. Communists objected
to the word because it implies that
the Warsaw Pact, which has a
two-to-one manpower advantage
over NATO, would have to make
proportionately deeper cuts.
As the Atlantic allies resume
the meetings with the Communists (Oct. 30) they have some
disquieting evidence to ponder. As
from the outset, simple mathematics tells them that the Communists could remove two men
from Europe for each one that the
allies withdraw without altering
the arms balance one iota. It is
obvious that the Communists do
not want to go even this far.
The problem of geography follows the same pattern. Whatever
troops Moscow withdraws to the
Soviet Union obviously could be
returned to East Europe in a
hurry in the event of a war —
much faster than troops from the
United States of America could be
rushed to Western Europe.
Added to the problems facing
the allies since the MBFR meetings adjourned Last June was the
Soviet test of a multiple-warhead
missile last Aug. 18 which has
added to the apprehensions of our
NATO allies.

Surgery by bulldozer
A HOUSE committee has found,
after a two-year study, that the
environmentalists are not imagining things when they warn
against the harm caused by heedless stream channelization.
The House Government Operations Committee unanimously approved a report criticizing the
Army Corps of Engineers for paying too little attention to the consequences when they deepen,
widen, clear and concrete-line
channels of rivers and streams for
flood control, drainage and navigation.

The committee found that channelization constitutes "major environmental surgery."
The bad effects include draining
of wetlands, destruction of
forests, elimination of fish and
wildlife, lowered water tables and
poor wafer. quality, the report
said
The report is a good one. The
Corps of Engineers has already
changed some of its policies. The
era of heedless surgery performed upon Mother Nature by
bulldozer has come to an end.

Private pension plans
IT HAS BEEN less than a century since the American Express
Co. started the first private pension plan in the United States.
Now 35 million persons, half the
industrial work force, are covered
by such plans. The planahave assets estimated at $150 billion..
More and more peOple are being
covered by such plans and the assets are growing.
This is the reason for the interest in federal regulation of private
pension plans. A bill has passed

the Senate A different bill has
been approved by the House Education and Labor Committee. The
Nixon ?dministration has proposed another version of pension
reform
_
There.is agreemerit-that le-giala
lion is nti,cled.Just as federal regulation a s sures the safety of bank
deposits, it can 'assure workers
that the benefits they are promised in ttwir early working years
will actually be available when it
comes time for them to retire.

Man Can't Match
Machines' Mistakes

If you're going to gripe
about the quality of the
air you breathe,
at least take your
cigarette(and your foot)out
of your mouth first

cigarette smoke

American Cancer Society
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TVA Fertilizer Program Marks
Its 40th Year Of Operations
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MUSCLE SHOALS, Ala. — their communities.
have teamed Fertilizer Center
Fertilizer
manufacturers,
The national Fertilizer staff with foresters on strip
agricultural colleges, and 'Development Center is the mine reclamation and forest
farmers in 48 states and Puerto Nation's only full-scale center fertilization, with engineers to
Rico worked with the Tennessee for fertilizer research, from produce and test compost from
Valley Authority in a variety of laboratory and greenhouse garbage and trash, with
and studies to prototype plants hydrologists to measure the
research
fertilizer
demonstration projects last where engineers untangle the potential for water pollution
year.
problems involved in producing from farm use of fertlizers
TVA is more widely known for new fertilizers. The result is a Agricultural specialists are
its flood control and electric nationwide cooperative working with TVA water quality
power programs. But one of its program involving the fertilizer and fisheries staffs on
basic assignments when industry, land-grant univer- developing ways to make use of
Congress created the agency 40 sities, extension agents, and the warm water discharged
years ago was to turn a large, demonstrations by hundreds of from steam-electric power
idle Government munitions individual fanners.
plants in vegetable and fish
complex at Muscle Shoals into a
America's farmers benefit production.
national fertilizer development through higher incomes, and
Fertilizer production at the
-center.
every American family benefits Muscle Shoals facility reached
In the depressed agriculture because today's foods would be its peak in the late 1940's and
of the 1930's, the products of a more expensive without the early 1950's when there was a
year's work on an average efficiency that better fertilizers large demand for the amTennessee Valley farm brought have brought to farming monium nitrate and conabout $300 for the farm family. operations. centrated superphosphate used
Many hillside fields, worn out
TVA has been called on in- In
demonstration
early
by twc many years of corn or creasingly to make its fertilizer programs. As the commercial
cotton or tobacco, were expertise available to help the fertilizer industry expanded its
abandoned and eroding.
world's developing nations own output of these products to
TVA teamed up with the state increase their food production. meet the demand, TVA shifted
agricultural colleges and their And it does help—through to newer, more experimental
networks of county agents in a training courses at Muscle materials.
massive educational program, Shoals for international groups,
Total distribution of excentering on the use of fertilizer special research studies, and perimental fertilizers from
from Muscle Shoals in farm teams of TVA specialists that Muscle Shoals in the 1973 fiscal
test-demonstrations. Soils were have gone to about 30 countries year was just over 300,000 tons,
made more productive, grass to advise on fertilizer problems. most of its purchased by
and trees replaced row crops on
In spite of all the advances in commercial manufacturers for
the hillsides. Where there had fertilizers since 1933, there are use in tests and in upgrading
been eroded fields, livestock opportunities for equally their own products.
grazed on pastures established valuable improvements in
Liquid 11-37-0 fertilizer was
with the help of fertilizer and future products and processes, the largest tonnage item, with
lime.
researchers believe. Work in 77,030 tons. From 30,000 to 51,000
Over the years more than coming years at the Fertilizer tons were produced of four solid
55,000 Valley farmers have Center is expected to include fertilizers—ammonium nitrate
participated in the cooperative new products offering still sulfate, ammonium
program.
higher plant nutrient content polyphosphate, and two nitric
Today's farming brings than today's materials, new phosphates. Next largest tongreater harvests from much , nitrogen fertilizers that can be nages were of 12-44-0 liquid,
less land. Annual sales of used more efficiently by crops nearly 13,000 tons, and 13-39-0
farm with less hazard of stream suspension, 15,373 tons.
Valley
Tennessee
products total about $1 billion, pollution, better miundacturing
averaging over $6,000 per techniques, and more effective
farm-20 times the level of the ways for the industry to control
mid-1930's. Today several kinds air and water pollution in ferof specialized demonstration tilizer production.
projects, geared to modern
New links continue to develop
farming needs, are helping between the Fertilizer Center
more farmers move into the and other TVA activities. As
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
main stream of economic ac- part of the national effort to Kentucky Youth Assembly
tivity where they can enjoy develop processes for
con- Governor Mark Allen Barber
higher living standards and trolling sulfur oxide emissions recently told KYA members
make greater contributions to from power plants, TVA put its that in the light of recent
Muscle Shoals chemists and governmental corruption they
chemical engineers to work should work "to the benefit of
with its electric power and future governments and social
, pollution control specialists. welfare."
Now the sulfur oxides study
Barber, 14, a ninth, grade
University
at
staff at Muscle Shoals is in- student
IVY DIRECT•ao DAYS MIR TRIN-1** Alds
Ews
LILTS up. Tim
ternationally known in this Breckinridge School, Morehead
Rt.*
•••••••
I. Olms
State University's laboratory
field.
•41140DCR•SOX IRSP,PADUCAK KY.WIDI•
Other TVA research efforts school, is the governor of the
the
of
division
junior
organization.
Youth
Kentucky
The
Assembly, which is sponsored
by the state YMCA, was
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
in 1981 to acquaint
organized
INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES,
students with state and local
government and to help train
young people in citizenship.
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
Some 500 junior high students
PRINTING AND
throughout the state attended
three days of meetings here
DUPLICATING
and in Louisville.
The KYA, which is structured
like the Kentucky General
Assembly, studied pending
legislation and acted on several
bills.
Barber, the son of Dr. and
Mrs. George C. Barber, said he
has not made up his mind about
politics as a career but added
that "KYA helps you get a
better idea of how state
government works. If I ever
decide to run for office, it will
504-8 MAIMSTREET — PHONE 753-4662
help me understand how to go
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
it."
about
,1
4.04.41811111111110118
.

Kentucky Youth
Assembly Meets
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Kentucky is a great place to take a weekend
"mini-vacation." And as winter settles in,
reduced rates,in nine Slate Resort Parks
make it easy to take the entire family.

$8 single—$l2 double

November 1, 1973—March 31, 1974

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER

BANKAMERICARD

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sun.

Prices Good Mon.-Wed.
GIRLS
BRUSHED TRICOT

P1's & GOWNS
•Sizes 7-14

00 cf,iirPct.--,
Reg. 74
Limit 2 pr.

WASHCLOTH
ASSORTMENT

LADIES

SATINE'TTE
PANTIES
r Fashion Colors
v Sizes 5-10

4

Reg. 3/990

Reg. 2/'1

LUXURIOUS

Limit 2

BED PILLOW

Solids and Prints

• Soft & Fluffy

Limit 1

Limit 2 pr.

Rag.

1.22
\

POLYESTER

WHOPPERS

DOUBLE KNIT

MALTED
MILK BALLS

100% PURE

POLYESTERIIBER
•Washable •Resilient
•Non-Allergenic
•Non-Flammable

v 60" Wide

The malt snack with the
chocolately crunch.

v Beautiful Solids
and Prints

Reg
39

'1.27

v Limit 4 Yds.

Limit 2

Limit 2

DIXIE CUP
DISPENSER
With 25
3-02. Cups

Reg

Limit 1

29

OVAL BRAIDED RUGS
Asst. Colors
Limit 1

G.E.
Flashcubes
Limit 1

Reg.
'1.37

Aladdin

Insulated
Thermo Jar

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

Reg. 88

Limit 1

Limit 2

AEROWAX

28+
Herbal Essence

HAM P00

BUNDT
CAKE PAN

Normal to dry
hair formula.

-Reg. '1.09, -

LYSOL SPRAY
DISINFECTANT
•Fresh Scent •Eliminates Odors
Limit 1.

ficg,
STA11--- _ ZIP

Fashion Colors
in
Petite-Me.-Tall-X Tall

Reg. '2.57

Limit 2
ains
ines
ight

KNEE HI
SOCKS

•Beautiful Colors

8-oz.

Ike:
lir);

GIRLS

12 cup large formed'
cake pan
Asst Colors - Teflon II Coated
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A Review
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Parade
An AB-Jersey
The Calloway High Band

•

He's Not Too Sure

A Shrine Band Member

Just Clowning Around

A Ballard County Patriot

Calloway High Cheerleaders
Murray High Cheerleaders

A Little
Clowning Around

Staff Photos
By David Hill
Murray Middle School Band

A New Era With Deno

.
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Racers Hold On To Stop Eastern 21-20

trip with him. Sophomore
defensive end Joe Evans bulled
his way back to the MSU punter
and blocked the ball which
squirted into the end zone where
he fell on it for an Eastern
touchdown.
McCarthy immediately
twoMurray had a sustained drive without a huddle fired for a
going in the final minutes of the point conversion seconds later
to Thompson who made the
With gloomy, overcast skies quarter, having moved from its
that knotted the contest at
constantly threatening to wash own 29 to the Colonel 42, but was catch
13:18 remaining.
with
14-14
cost
which
a
by
whistle,
plagued
of
crowd
g
away the homecomin
took seven plays
The
Racers
killed
and
yards
big
the
15
hosts
10,400 who saw the Racers play
to regain their advantage and
their first home game in more the drive. Pandolfi connected on
their last touchdown of
than a month, MSU chalked up throws to running back Jim record
On a second and seven
the
day.
but
11
yards,
and
13
for
Engel
its sixth come-from-behind win
could not generate enough at his own 30, Pandolfi went
in seven Starts.
back, faked once, and released
additional spark.
At times, however, it looked
31 yard bomb to tight end
a
long
and
down
fourth
a
On
as though the long drive to yardage, the Racers were Willie DeLoach at the Colonel 39
Westen Kentucky was to be a forced to punt and when Martin The MSU quarterback then
dismal weekend for the old went back in position
three sandwiched two completions to
grads as the Racers never Colonel linebakers went with Scotty Crump around another
seemed to be able to land the him to partially block his kick. long strike, this one a 25 yard
knockout punch to the Colonel On the next series of play, EKU yarder to senior tight end Bill
offensive attack.
McCarthy Farrell.
quarterback Jeff
Murray improved its overall threw three straight inOn second and one at the 11,
slate to 6-1-0 and secured a firm completions before sophomore Papdolfi, was chased from his
grip on the second place defensive safety Mark Hick- pocket and hurriedly threw to
position in the Ohio Valley man stole a pass to end the Farrell in the end zone, who
made an unreal catch which
Conference with a 4-1-0 mark. threat.
Prior to the weekend, the
halftime was actually behind his right
colorful
The
Racers had been deadlocked ceremonies featured a spec- side as he slid into the far right
behind league-leading Western tacular marching display by the corner of the goal line. With 9:43
Kentucky with Morehead, but MSU Marching Band, the showing, MSU had a 21-14 lead.
the Hilltoppers cleared up the returning of 29 of 31 surviving
McCarthy then took his turn
situation by defeating the members of the 1933 undefeated at leading the charge by
Eagles last Saturday to drop Racer football team, and the completing the only long pass of
them into third.
merriment life-sized of colorful the game for the Colonels when
One of the brightest spots in cartoon characters. Miss Donna he found freshman Elmo Boyd,
the struggle was the out- Geurin, a Boonville, Ind., fresh- a split end who was the leading
standing running of tailback man majoring in physical pass receiver of the game, on a
crowned 49 yarder.
was
Don Clayton, who entered the education,
MSU was then hit with an
game as the nation's leading homecoming queen, in the
after
penalty
college-division rusher, as the highlight of the long weekend. untimely
big 6-2, 197 pound junior She is a member of the MSU Thompson hail picked up nine
and more yards to move the ball to
team
cracked the coveted 1,000 yard gymnastic
rushing 'nark for the season. represented her sorority, Alpha the six. Bush then bolted over
the Racer line with 7:47 left in
Romping for 168 yards and a Gamma Delta in the event.
the game to make it 21-20
he
of
start
the
in
attempts,
ball
Getting the
touchdown in 22
now has 1,007 yards in seven the second half, the Racers had Racers.
Once again, the Colonels
games and is only 48 markers the second sour note of their
to go for the two-pointer
elected
Wright's
MSU
when
all-time
kicking attack
away from the
season record set last season by attempted field goal from the as McCarthy sent three
blocked and receivers into the end zone. He
EKU 30 was
George Greenfield.
Tom
ck
Pandolfi cocked his arm and fired to the
the
spot.
on
quarterba
recovered
Racer
Pandolfi made a strong bid for had set Murray up with the „one nearest MSU's ace
OVC Player of the Week IViivors opportunity when he scampered defensive back Paul Coltharp,
with his 10 completions in 18 through the Colonel secondary which proved to be the mistake
attempts for 142 yards and two for a 43 yard run around his of the season, as the Racer
defender batted the ball away at
aerial scores. It was one of the right end.
e last possible second and the
best
fullback
of
-caller's
the
running
Using
signal
junior
the short
contests of the year as he Bush and his own short navies Colonels still were on
threaded pinpoint passes In_ the flats McCarthy moved end-Of a big 21-20 scoreboard.
through the Colonel defensive- the visitotifretn their own 27re----Alticky defense,led by Bruce
secondary all afternoon long. the MSU 15 where Cody split the Farris who had a game leading
The Colonels took the opening uprights with his second kick of 12 tackles, four assists clamped
kickoff and marched 32 yards in the afternoon to bring Eastern the lid tight on any other contest
one
11 plays across the Poly-Turf to within one, 7-6, with 5:58 left in and preserved the second
point win of the season for the
score on a field goal by the third period.
And the Racers responded Racers.
specialist Earl Cody's boot from
Clayton's 168 yards in 22
with a score of their own to give
the 10 yard line.
Aided by two timely third them their largest margin of the carries lead all rushers,
although Thompson of EKU
down penalties to keep their game!
Taking over on his own 30, cracked for 101 yards in 24 trips.
drive moving, EKU depended
on the power running of Clayton popped up the middle In pass receiving for Murray,
workhorse tailback Alfred for five yards on one play. Then Farrell was the leader with 49
Thompson, who was the leading he found daylight over left yards in three grabs, followed
Colonel ground-gainer with 101 tackle and ripped through the by Crurnps three snags for 20
yards in 24 attempts, to move secondary, breaking tackles as yards and Engel's two for 35
he went, for an electrifin,g 44 yards.
from its own 42 to the 10.
The Racers had a total ofWhen both teams had ex- yard gallop to the EKU 35 where
changed punts as the yardage he was hauled down by the last fense of 398 yards to EKU's 236,
with 9168 of those coming on the
became tough to obtain, MSU Colonel safety man.
Pandolfi then fired two in- ground and 142 in the airwaves.
put the only touchdown of the
Peay's
Austin
Meeting
first half on the board on a end completions before connecting
at
Saturday
next
Governors
24
a
left
on
2:17
Engel
with
with fullback
sweep by Clayton
yard strike in the end zone for a 1:30 p.m. in their last home
in the opening period.
On a first and ten situation on touchdown. Wright's boot was game of the season, the Racers
the MSU 27, Clayton hit a hole good and Racers enjoyed a 14-6 will attempt to revenge a 33-20
drubbing from last season. A
off right tackle and galloped margin.
It was short-lived pleasure. win is vital for Coach Bill
dovnifield 65 yards before being
In 2:42 of play Eastern had Furgerson's s squad, who is now
hauled down by the last Colonel
the only OVC team 4-1-0 in the
safety man. Two plays later he knotted the game. Confronted
conference with a chance of
situation
two
and
fourth
a
with
conversion
and
scored
leading
league
catching
Racers'
39,
the
on
own
their
specialist Don Wright's boot
and Western Kentucky, unbeaten
was good for a 7-3 Racer ad- Martin went back to punt
three Colonel linemen made the in fivetleague starts.
vantage.

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Murray State skipped to a
touchdown lead three different
times last Saturday afternoon
against Eastern Kentucky
University before using stout
defense to escape with a vital
21-20 heart-thumping OVC win.

It took more than one Colonel to bring down Jim Engle.

J. D. Rayburn, of Murray, a member of the
1933 Racer squad, being congratulated by Dr. Curris.

Homecoming Queen, Donna Geurin

Neither team was able to
advance the ball beyond the
opponent's 42 yard line in the
entire second canto which
turned into a punting duel
between the Racers' Steve
Martin and EKU's Cody.

iitantat

Don Clayton on his way to a first quarter touchdown.
411,02
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The MSU Cheerleaders led the way onto the held.

The unbeaten 1933 Football Team, honored at haiftimt

Staff Photos By Gene McCutcheon
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Murray State Harriers
Win Double-Duel Meet
MURRAY, Ky. — Murray State
University's surging cross-country team scored a pair of victories in a five-mile double-duel
meet against the University of
Kentucky and Southeast Missouri
Saturday morning.
Coach Bill Cornell's runners
nipped UK 27-28 but easily trimmed SEMO 17-29 in the course
laid out at the Murray-Calloway
Coiinty Country Chib."17K also de;
feared the Missouri team 17-39 in
the one-day test.
Murray's Sam Torres won the
five-mile run with a time of 24:
54.2 with Kentucky') Jim Buell

HOMECOMING TOL'RNAN1EN1 WINNERS—Me top winners in the MSU Homecoming Golf
Tournament were, left to right, Mrs. Laura Parker, second place in the women's division, Mrs.
Virginia Everett, women's winner; Jerry ('aldwell, men's division winner, and Norman Hood,
second place.
(Photo by M.C. Garrott)

Racer Golfers Place Seventh
At LSU Invitational Tourney

By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
Morehead State was swamped by Western Kentucky 34-7
Saturday in Bowling Green, but
still took a major stride in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The Eagles became the first
OVC team this year to score
against Western.

Buffalo-Kansas City
Match On Tap Tonight

Mark Donohue Wins 4,
Announces Retirement
Events, Announces

Secretariat Wins Final Career Race

,

ST
Team
Ezell Bea
Johnson
Triangle
Boone Cie
Bank of
Jerry's R
Beauty
Peoples B
Murray I
Paschall
Hog
Triangle I
Triangle I

ma 44

Johnson

Western Swamps Morehead
To Hold Conference Lead

Murray State golfer Bruce Illinois State at 1111; Florida dividual honors were taken by a
In the Hilltoppers' four preDouglass tied for seventh place State at 1113; Memphis State duo from the University of
vious conference victories, they
out of a field of 98 as the Murray with 1117; Georgia Southern, Houston, Keith Fergus and Curt
had blanked Austin Peay, East
State golf team took sixth place 1128; New Mexico State and Worley with scores of 212.
Tennessee, Tennessee Tech and
in the Louisiana State ISU,at New Orleans with scores
Other Murray State players Eastern Kentucky.
University Invitational at Baton of 1132; Tulane at 1134; Duke at and their scores were: Paul
But with 1:58 left in the game
Rouge this weekend.
1144; and University of Celano, 71-71-76-218; Mike
The Racer golfers came in Michigan at 1181.
Hoyle, 71-73-77-22r; -Randy Saturday, Alex Brawner hit
sixth out of a field of 15 teams
Douglass led the Murray Mosley, 75-73-79--227; Kevin Mike Mattia on a 31-yard scorfrom what Coach Buddy Hewitt State team with rounds of 73, 70, Klier, 77-75-76-228; and Kevin ing pass from Morehead.
called "the strongest field and 73 for a 216 total. The in- Arnold, 75-79-79--223.
Western, ranked fifth in the
we've faced this fall."
college division poll, now has
Hewitt called the team's
outscored its conference oppoperformance "certainly the
nents 168-7 this season. All sevbest performance we've put
en opponents have been outtogether this fall."
scored 255-21.
The first place team was the
In the only other conference
University of Houston with a 54BUFFALO, N.Y. 1AP) — pressed hope he had succeeded game Saturday, Murray kept
hole score of 1076, followed by
[SD with a 1089; Oklahoma and Coach Lou Saban spent the en- at the National Football some pressure on the Hillthe University of Texas at 1194; tire week trying to put the Buf- League team prepared to take toppers by clipping Eastern
Alabama at 1108; MSU at 1110; falo Bills back together and ex- on the Kansas City Chiefs Mon- Kentucky 21-20 and remaining
in second place with a 4-1
day night.
The Bills fell apart last Sun- record.
day in Miami, losing to the DolIn non-conference games,
phins 27-6 and dropping into Furman smashed East Tensecond place in the American nessee State 40-21, the UniverConference Eastern Division. sity of Tennessee-Martin belted
They now are 4-2.
Austin Peay 26-0, the UniverAgainst the Dolphins, 0.3. sity of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Simpson netted only 55 yards .trirnmed Tennessee Tech 7-3
rushing and went to the sideline itnd Ball State ripped Middle
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) — „v Then Sunday afternoon, he in the fourth period with a Tennessee State 34-3.
Mark Donohue, who for years blitzed a field of 24 starters in sprained right ankle. NeverPeckQuarterage*
Leo
was called "captain nice" while both 75 mile and 125 mile heats theless, he retained his NFL
showing his muscle as a racing of the last Can-Am race of the rushing lead by upping his total enpa ugh ran for two touchdowns and passed for another
driver, won four events at Riv- season.
yardage to 868 in six games.
It was his sixth straight Canerside International Raceway
The Bills' quarterbacks. to pace the Hilltopper victory
during the weekend and then Am triumph of the year, even rookie Joe Ferguson and re- and possible boost Western
announced he is retiring from though he had clinched the serve Dennis Shaw, completed even higher in the pools.
competition.
championship several weeks six of 18 passes for 60 yards.
Murray's Don Clayton rushed
"I have enjoyed success and, ago.
But Buffalo wound up with a for 168 yards in 22 carries as
while I have never felt that I
All told, he won $18,700 for net of just one yard passing, as the Racers won their sixth
was knocking at heavens door his Can-Am victory, bringing Ferguson and Shaw were sack- game against one loss. After
while drivng, I feel that it is his season's total in the series ed nine times for 59 yards in Eastern polled to 21-20 with
time I quit the cockpit and do to $114,433 and $13,500 from the losses.
7:47 left in the game, Murray
something else," the winner of IROC purse, for a weekend
The Chiefs counted on line- threatened twice more but fumfive national driving titles said. payoff of $32,200.
backers Willie Lanier and Jim bled both times.
Donohue will lead six survi- Lynch to thwart any passing atEast Tennessee fell to 3-4
Donohue, who will be 37 vors from the
three race riv- tack the Bills might muster and
though freshman Pierre Harshyears old next March, will be- erside
program into the final at the same time shut off Simpcome president and general IROC
aw opened the game with a 95event at Daytona Beach, son and running mate Larry
yard kickoff return for a touchmanager of Penske Racing, Fla.,
in February. The 12 driv- Watkins.
Inc. He will replace Roger ers
down and set up the Bucs' secare competing in identiThey looked, too, for 17-year ond
Penske, for whom he has driv- cally-prepa
score with a 52-yard rered Porsche Carrera quarterback Len , Dawson to
en the last six years.
turn.
sports cars, clad with identical pick apart Buffalo's weak pass
The moon-faced Pennsylva- radial tires, and handled by a defense. Dawson passed for 200
Austin Peay lost its sixth
nian, a serious tactician on the team of German engineers.
yards, completing 15 of 20 at- game against one victory as
track and holder of a Brown
In addition to Donohue, the tempts. in the Chiefs' 14-6 loss UTM held the Govs to 64 yards
University engineering degree Daytona Beach survivors in- to Cincinnati last week.
rushing and 60 passing. The
for use in the mechanical as- clude Bobby Unser, David
"We can't afford another per- Pacers' Danny Martin hit nine
pects of his trade, used one of Pearson and A.J. Foyt, all of formance like the Miami of 16 passes for 107 yards and
his most brilliant weekend in whom have won more than a game," Saban said. "We put on one touchdown.
the sport as the springboard for million dollars in prize money a horrible show.
UTC beat Tech when the
his surprise announcement.
on oval tracks, and Peter Rev"We've got to rebound, to put Mocs' Kevin McDonough fumHe had won two of the first son and George Gollrner, who all the pieces back together."
bled the ball as he heated the
three rounds of the inaugural, like Donohue are mainly road
The Chiefs, 3-2-1 and battling end zone late in the fourth
international race of champions course operators.
Oakland and Denver for the quarter and teammate George
'(IROC), a four-race series inThey will race for a purse of AFC Western Division lead. Taylor recovered the ball for
volving 12 of the worlds great- $655,000 at Daytona, with $35,- hold a 10-0 edge over the Bills. the
TD, overcoming Murray
est drivers.
000 going to the winner.
One game ended in a tie.
Cunningham's 32-yard second

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
TORONTO I AP )
-I hope
I'm lucky enough to have another one," trainer Lucien Laurin said after Secretariat's last
race. He said it without conviction.
With darkness fast falling on
Woodbine race course Sunday,
Secretariat romped home a
winner for the final time in his
brilliant 21-race career.
"We'll take him to Kentucky
some time before Nov. 15,"
said Helen Tweedy, operator of
Meadow Stable, after Secretariat's victory in the Canadian International Championship on a
cold, wet and windy day.
SecretgriaCe frIture-corstri
.,,
The
Ups wall be at the
Triple Crownwinner sritrifitnd.
at Claiborne Farm 'in Pans,
Ky., under a record 96.06 Million syndication.
"He ran a big race and I
wanted him to go out that
way," said Ron Turcotte, the

and Max Hadley placing second
and third with respective times of
25 08 and 25.28. The Racers' Gordie Benfield finished third ,with a
25 45 timing, UK's Paul Dawson
followed at 2550 and Dennis
Sturt of the host squad took sixth
at 2553.
Southeast Missouri's top effort
was a seventh-place finish by
Robert Kaufman.
Other Musray- runners in the
top ten were Don Wilcox in eighth
and Ron Harvey in tenth. Brad
Finseth placed 16th, Stan Thompson 18th. Dennis Mabbitt 21st and
fohn Balbach 23rd for the Racers.

jockey who was part of the vic- ttrst prize of $92,755 for his 16th ance, in
the $110,000 Jockey
tory celebration but not part of victory in 21 starts boosted his Gold
Cup at Aqueduct Saturthe race for the first time since bankroll to $1,316,/108. Only Kelday.
Secretariat's first two races as so, Round Table and BuckpasThe winner in 17 of 30 starts
a 2-year-old in 1972.
ser, ,all of whom raced much
finished last in the two-mile
-He's not a horse, he's a ma- more, won more.
race, after dueling for three
chine," said Turcotte, who
Secretariat also leaves the quarters of the way with the
missed the race because of a
track as the first winner of the eventual winner Prove Out.
five-day riding suspension.
"I waited until he got ready Triple Crown—the Kentucky
and then I just went with him," Derby, Preakness and Belmont
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — The
said Eddie -Maple, who re- Stakes—in 25 years and the Professional
Bowlers Associninth ever and holder of sev- ation says its 1974
placed Turcotte.
tour will get
Secretariat went away from eral track records and two under way Jan. 1 in
Oakland,
pace-setting Kennedy Road world records for the dirt-2:24 Calif., with a
$100,000 Midas
with three-eighths of a mile left for the 11
/
2-mile Belmont and Open.
and at the end, with a chilled 1:452-5 for the 1½-mile MarlThe PBA said the Midas
crowd of 35,107 cheerini him boro
would be the richest pro bowlOn, was VI lengths in front of
The
pping chestnut son of ing tournament ever held in
Big Spruce.
fga° is assured of_ California. It will be televised
-The dine- wa's '2-.414-5 for 1-n1
Ins second*might none aline OatiOnalri:"7-7%.1 :7:
miles on a Ural torf vairsei,
ran on a slight incline for five Ibsen (Aninntl--easla.
grnerWaal‘stir wYttleattrreitwi
eighths of a. mile . and then dressing will be 3-year-old other tournaments in that monchampion
and
probably grass ey class,
crossed a 100-foot wide dirt
the PRA said. They
champion.
strip,
will be the $100,000 Showboat
Secretariat will go to stud as
Secretariat's Meadow Stable Invitational in Las Vegas and
fourth biggest money-winning mate Riva Ridge did not fare the $125,000 Firestone Tournathoroughbred in history. The as well in his farewell appear- ment of Champions in Akron

Winners in the Senior Men's Division of Kentucky's Western Waterland Bicycle Racers held in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes recently were Mike Rice, Evansville, Indiana; William Harris,
Rockport, Indiana: Rick Mitchell, Evansville. Kentucky; Alan Shaw. Murray, Kentin ky : and Ralph
Gage, Vienna, Illinois. The two-day event was held in the 170,000-acre outdoor recreation area betperiod field goal.
ween Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley in western Kentucky and Tennessee, More than 100 persons
Ball State's Rick Scott threw participated in the races and 40-50 persons participated in a 20-mile tour of The Trace, a scenic road
two touchdowns and scored one through Land Between The Lakes. The event was co-sponsored by the Jackson Purchase Wheelmen
to pace the victory over Middle of Murray, Kentucky; 'TVA's Land Between The Lakes; and the regional tourist promotion
organization of western Kentucky, KWW.
Tennessee, now 3-5.

PORTS
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Kuhn Slaps Finley
With $7,000 Fine
NEW YORK ( AP) — The adventures of Charles 0. Finley
continue .today with the next
chapter from the baseball commissioner's office.
Bowie Kuhn will have an announcement concerning the latest development—a $7,000 fine
for Finley's antics during the
recent World Series.
Finley, the maverick owner
of the Oakland A's, has been
fined by Kuhn for various misconducts during the Series—including the notorious Mike Andrews case.
If you recall the last episode,
Finley forced Andrews to go on
;the disabled list following two
costly errors in the A's loss to
the New York Mets in the second game of the Series.
For that action, Finley was
fined 15,000, he said.
Along with the Andrews case,
which took some of the play
away from baseball's fall spectacle, Finley also rubbed Kuhn
the wrong way in other instances.
The controversial owner
made a public address announcement to Oakland fans
that the A's were playing with
only 24 men instead of the legal
25. A front-office misunderstanding had cost the A's a
player for the World Series.
For that announcement,
against Kuhn's wishes, Finley
was fined $1,000 more.
Finley then got Kuhn's ire up
by turning on the lights at the
Oakland Coliseum to help his
hitters in the bottom half of an
inning. The rules say the lights
should be switched on at the
top half of the inning so both
teams can be helped, not just
the home side.
For that indiscretion, Finley
was tapped for $1,000 more.
Finley, reached at his LaPorte, Ind., home Sunday, called
the fine "grossly unfair." He
said he would appeal two of the
fines to the executive council of
baseball—the Andrews fine and
the announcement fine.
The Andrews case was the
cause celebre by a longshot,
After Andrews made two consecutive errors at second base
that allowed three New York
runs to score, Finley ordered a
medical
post -game
examination for Andrews.
Finley was understandably
upset about the fine.
"As for Andrews, I had him
examined by our team physician, Dr. Harry Walker. Walker
stated in writing that Andrews
was disabled for the rest of the
season. Andrews saw what the
doctor said and said he was
disabled. He at first agreed to
sign to that effect. But then he
said he would if I would guarantee him a contract for 1974.
"I refused, stating to him
that in no possible way would I
place such an imposition on my
itattaaff fat the 1974 seas(az, 1.
told him I would not guarantee
apAirgrblii -rani:Alf& seri/
iM"him to a'doctor to see what's
wrong with him At the last
minute, he changed hittanund
and said he would sign anyway.
"For requesting that Andrews be placed on the disabled
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list, I am fined $5,000. The commissioner comes back and
forces me to put him I Andrews) back on the squad regardless of the letter from the
doctor and agreed to by Andrews."

Sharks Triumph
Over NY Blades
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It didn't take Ron Ward long
to convince Los Angeles Coach
Terry Slater he had made a
good trade. The journeyman
center set up both of the
Shark's goals Sunday and led
his newest World Hockey Association team to a 2-0 triumph
over the New York Golden
Blades.
Ward was starting out with
his third WHA club in 86
games, and was anxious to
make an impression. He had
been traded from New York to
the Vancouver Blazers during
the off-season, then sent by the
Blazers to the Sharks Saturday.
"It was a tough situation in
Vancouver," said Ward, who
scored 118 points for New York
last season. "1 guess Phil Watson iBlazers General Manager
and new coach) didn't like me.
"He wouldn't play me ... he
wouldn't even talk to me. And
he indicated he didn't like guys
with bigmouth reputations,"
said the outspoken Ward.
Nordlques 3, Aeros 2
Defen.seman Ken Dejardine,
scored at 5:51 of the third period to give Quebec its 3-2 victory over Houston. Murray Hall
had scored for Houston less
than two minutes before the
winning goal, Dejardins' first of
the season.
Cougars 3, Toros 2
A third-period goal by right
winger Bobby Whitlock broke a
2-2 tie and gave Chicago its 3-2
triumph over Toronto. The Cougar#took h 2-0 lead in the first
period on goals by defensemen
Darryl Maggs and left winger
Bob 1.iddington. In the second
period, the Toros tied it on
goals from wingers Wayne Carleton and Tom Simpson.
Oilers 7, Blazers 5
Ron Climie, Tom Gilmore
and Val Fonteyne helped Edmonton take a three-goal lead
with first-period goals and the
Oilers held on for their 7-5 success over Vancouver The Oilers' sixth victory in seven
games kept them in first place
in the Western Division with 12
points, three ahead of the Winnepeg Jets and the Minnesota
Fighting Saints.

Big M Club To Meet
With Thorobred Club
The Big M. Club will hold its
meeting_ tonight-in ronAnCtion
with the Thorobred Club
smesiliag
35otize$..iiece
Building at Murray' State
University.
The member of the two clubs
will hear MSU coach Bill
Furgerson review the Racers
season

Wildcats Upset Georgia
With 12-7 Win Saturday
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) —
Coach Fran Curet says his
Wildcats scored a "great win"
over Georgia, but adds Kentucky hgs to "get over • the
hump" of going scoreless after
nearing 'the opponents' goal
line.
Curci, whose squad upset
Georgia 12-7,said Sonny Collins
"just played so super" in rolling up 155 yards and leading a
trio of drives to inside the
Georgia 20 that threatened to
crush the Bulldogs.
But those drives failed to produce points. "We've got to
break that and get over the
hump," Curci said.
Meanwhile, Curci singled out
Darryl Bishop, who grabbed
two interceptions, and Frank
LeMaster, who gabbed a third,
for outstanding defensive performances.
"Darryl played one of his
better games," Curci said. "In
fact our whole defensive unit
did."
Bishop's second interception
ended a Georgia rally that had
carried the Bulldogs to the

Kentucky 29 with a minute left
Collins, the leading rusher in
the Southeastern Conference
entering the game, gained 123
of his yards in the second half
as the Wildcats controlled the
ball more than two-thirds of the
half en route to downing Georgia for the first time since 1965.
"It's great to have backs like
Sonny back there," said junior
center Mike Nuzum. "He just
has the desire."
Naziun, too, worried about
the inability to score after the
Collins led drives to the Georgia's 4, 5, and 8 yard lines in
the second half. Each drive
ended in a missed field goal.
"We moved the ball up and
down the field but couldn't
seem to put it in the end zone,"
Nuzum said. "We'll have to improve."
Georgia opened the scoring
with a two-yard run by Horace
King that capped a 39-yard
march. But Kentucky came
back with a 23-yard scamper
by quarterback Mike Fanuzzi
to the Bulldog 25, followed by a
scoring pass to Elmore Stephens.

Cleveland Shocks
Boston Last Night
Associated Press Sports Writer tional Basketball Association
Cleveland Coach Bill Fitch season. They've lost six times.
sounds just like any little ol' giIn the rest of the National
ant killer.
Basketball Assneiation action.
the Capitol Bullets punished
"It's a real satisfying win for
Philadelphia 119-99; the Buffalo
us," said Fitch after his club Braves
downed the Kansas
shocked the powerful Boston City-Omah
a Kings 112-100; the
Celtics 102-99 Sunday night. Detroit
Pistons routed the
"Anytime you beat Boston, you Seattle
SuperSonics 115-93 and
just end up working your butts
the Los Angeles [alters deoff at both ends because they
feated the Portland Trail Blazcan hurt you in so many
ers 1.11-98.
ways."
In the night's only American
Austin Carr made good on a Basketball Association
game.
three-point play that snapped a the San Diego Conquistadors
99-99 tie and gave the Cavaliers ran away from the
Memphis
their second victory of the Na- Tams, 146-133.
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BOWLING
STANDINGS

Vikings Win Battle Of Bloomington In,Trenches

MAGIC TR.
Bowling League
Team
W L
Ezell Beauty School
20 12
Johnson Grocery
19 13
Triangle Inn
19 13
Boone Cleaners
18 14
Bank of Murray
16 16
Jerry's Restaurant
15 17
Beauty Box
14 18
Peoples Bank
14 18
Murray Ins
13 19
Paschall Truck Lines
12 20
High Team Game (SC)
Triangle inn
740
Triangle Inn
735
Johnson Grocery
733
High Team Game (NC)
Triangle Inn
976
Triangle Inn
971
Beauty Box
947
High Team Series (SC)
Traingle Inn
2149
Johnson Gro
2127
Box
Beauty
2099
High Team Series INC)
Triangle Inn
2857
2789
Beauty Box
2724
Johnson Gro.
High Ind. Game (SC)
Jane Buchanan
214
Debbie Williams
190
176
Linda Drake
High Ind. Game (HC)
Debbie Williams
257
244
Jane Buchanan
Linda Drake
224
High Ind Series (SC)
515
Jane Buchanan
Linda Drake
468
449
Marilyn Chatman
High Ind. Series (HC)
Linda Drake
612
Jane Buchanan
605
Debbie Williams
606
High Averages
154
Marilyn Chatman
154
Mildred Hodge
153
Betty Dixon
Wanda Nance
148
146
Norma Bennett
140
Debbie Coleman
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Pro Football
Standings
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National Football League
American Conference
Eastern Division
W L T Pct. PF PA
Miam
6 1 0 857 177 80
Belt
4 2 0 667 III 120
N Y
2 5 0 .286 /02 146
Jets
14 Eng
2 5 0 286 101 ISO
Ball
2 5 0 386-1T7
Central Division
Pitts
6 1 0 857 18/ 90
1 2 1 6.4.3 126 113
Cleve
4 3 0 571 110(01
Cinc
Hoos
0 7 0 000 101 230
Western Division
4 2 1 643 132 118
Oak
K C
3 2 1 583 71 71
Denver
3 3 1 500 201 166
1 5 1 214 101 187
S Diego
National Conference
Eastern Division
5 2 0 714 162 83
Wash
4 3 0 571 204 139
Dallas
3 4 0 429 160 197
S Louis
2 4 1 357 157 180
Phila
1 5 1 214 139 166
N Y. Giant
Central Division
Minn
7 0 0 1.000 135 84
Gr Bay
2 3 2 .429 72 113
Detroit
2 I 1 .357 137 115
Chicago
2 5 0 .286 130 150
Western Division
L.A.
6 1 0 857 195 107
Atlanta
4 3 0 571 181 91
San. Fr
3 4 0 .429 138 138
New Or).
3 4 0 .421 80 188
by
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All Times EST
Sunday's Games
San Diego 16, Cleveland 16,
tie
Denver 40, New York Jets 28
Philadelphia 30, Dallas 16
Miami 30, New England 14
Detroit 34, Green Bay 0
Minnesota 10, Los Angeles 9
St Louis 35, New York O.
ants 27
New Orleans 19, Washington
3
Chicago 35, Houston 14
Oakland 34, Baltimore 21
Pittsburgh 20, Cincinnati 13
Atlanta 17, San Francisco 3
Monday's Game
Kansas City at Buffalo, 9

- • iation
ix times.
National
in action,
punished
- Buffalo
• Kansas
2-100; the
ted the
115-93 and
kers deail Blaz-

Sunday, Nov. 4
Buffalo at New Orleans, 2
m
Chicago at Green Bay, 2 p.m.
Cincinnati at Dallas, 2 p.m.
Cleveland at Minnesota, 1
m
Denver at St. LOuts, 1 p.m.
Houston at Baltimore, 2 p.m.
Kansas City at San Diego, 4
m,
Los Angeles at Atlanta, 1
pm
New England at Philadelphia,
p.m.
New York Giants at Oakland,
4 p rn
Miami at New York Jets, 1
m
San Francisco at Detroit. 4
m

American
on game.
#uistadors
Memphis

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Minnesota Vikings won
the Battle of Bloomington as
they win most of their battles—
in the trenches.
The Viking foot soldiers
broke through the enemy's
lines and totally disrupted their
game plan en route to a tense
10-9 National Football League
victory over the Los 'Angeles
Rams Sunday.
"I tried everything, but they
just out-executed us all day,"
said Los Angeles quarterback
John Hadl. "No doubt about it,
that's the best defensive team
we've played all year. It was
just a battle all day long—we
never got the momentum."
One of the pesty Viking raiders was middle linebacker Jeff
Siemon, who helped turn the
war of unbeatens in the Vikings' favor.
In the fourth quarter when
the Rams attempted a counterattack, Siemon blitzed through
the Rams' line twice to harrass
Hadl and then socked the Los
Angeles ace for a 15-yard loss.
"I was right in Hadl's face,"
said Siemon. "We knew if he
ever set up to try to throw the
long one, we eventually would
sack him."
The Vikings thus improved
their record to 7-0, the only unblemished record in pro football, and also improved their
lead in the National Conference's Central Division. The
Vikings moved to a four-game
lead over the Green Bay Packers 12-3-2), who dropped a .34-0
decision to the Detroit L10111.
The Rams 16-1) lost a game
off their National Conference
Westeni_Division lead to the Atlanta Falcons, who trimmed
the San Francisco 49ers 17-3. '
Two upsets punctuated the
NFL's bloody Sunday as the
New Orleans Saints turned
back the Washington Redskins
19-3 and the Philadelphia
Eagles hammered the Dallas
Cowboys 30-16. Washington
maintained a one-game lead in
the National Conference's Eastern Division.
Elsewhere, the East-leading
Miami Dolphins tripped the
New England Patriots 30-14, the
Central-leading Pittsburgh
Steelers stopped the Cincinnati
Bengals 20-13 and the Oakland
Raiders, leaders in the West,
trimmed the Baltimore Colts'
34-21.
In other games, the San
Diego Chargers and Cleveland
Browns played to a 16-16 tie;
the Denver Broncos slugged the
New York Jets 40-28; the St.
Louis Cardinals beat the New
York Giants 35-27 and the Chicago Bears routed the Houston
Oilers 35-14.
Trie Kansas City Chiefs meet
the Bills in Buffalo for the
weekly Monday night game.
Ram-Viking
The
affair,
played before a full house in
Bloomington, Minn., gave the
fans their money's worth from
the beginning.
Fred Cox kicked a 15-yard
field goal and Fran Tarkenton
clicked on a nine-yard scoring
strike to Chuck Foreman to
give the Vikings a 10-0 lead and
then their brutish defense made
it stand up.
The sturdy Viking defense
held the Rams to David Ray
field goals of 30, 35 and 47
yards and that was it.
"We did play super," said an

immodest Carl Eller. "We
played as well as we have ever
played ... everyone contributed. If one man falls down, it
makes a difference. To a man,
we played super."
Saints 19, Redskins 3
New Orleans stunned Washington 19-3 with the help of a
ne*comer. Bill McClard kicked
four field goals to provide the
upset.
'We tried to get ready but
when your opponent loses 40-0,

it's hard to do," said Washing- studded with rookies and caston Coach George Allen, refer- toffs. -This is the best win I've
ring to the Saints' 40-0 loss last ever been associated with."
week to San Francisco. "We
Lions 34, Packers 0
were just fortunate that Dallas
Altie Taylor had his best
rushing day with 160 yards. The
Eagles 30, Cowboys 16
shutout was Detroit's first this
Roman Gabriel fired two season.
touchdown passes and scored
Falcons 17, 49ers 3
another on a quarterback sneak
Bob Lee hooked up with Ken
to lead Philadelphia past Dallas Burrow for 164 yards and two
30-16.
"I'Ds in Atlanta's 17-3 win. The
"'This is an amazing team, a Falcons ( 4-3) won their third
team of nobodys," said Gabriel, straight game since Lee bereferring to 'an Eagles' club calm quarterback.

•
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Raiders 34, Colts 21
Ken Stabler completed 25 of
29 passes to set an NFL record
as Oakland bombed Baltimore
34-21. Stabler's completion percentage of .862 wiped out the
treurd of 857 established by
Sammy Baugh of the Washington Redskins in 1945. Baugh
connected on 18 of 21 passes.
Chargers 16, Browns 16
Ray Wersching's 16-yard field
goal with 30 seconds remaining
gave San Diego a 16-16 tie with
Cleveland.
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REMNANT HOUSE BOUGHT THE ENTIRE INVENTORY OF OVER $500,000.00
WORTH OF FINEST IMPORTED COUTURIER 'FABRICS AT FRACTION OF
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John Mahaffey Wins
Sahara Invitational.
us for next year.
Jim Ferriell, 67, and Allen
Miller, 68, tied for third at 275.
Lou Graham, who had shared
the lead through the second and
third rounds, drifted back over
the last nine holes, finished
with a 73 and tied at 274 with
Mike Hill and Larry Ziegler.
H111, along with Eichelberger,
matched the course record at
64. Ziegler had a 72
Arnold Palmer, one of the
few big names to compete in
this event, faded with a 73-283.
Jack Nicklaus, Tom Weiskopf
and Lee Trevino all skipped the
tourney.
Mahaffey and Graham remained tied through the first
aeeen ?soles of the- finsl round,
but Mahaffey got :in front to
stay with 9V 10 foot birrlio ;mit
on the eighth hole.
He pulled away to stay with
consecutive birdies on the 14th
and 15th. The first came from
15 feet on the 230-yard 14th and
the nytt from only six feet

Dolphins 30, Patriots 14
Stung by two New England
TDs in the first period, Miami
ralied with the help of three
field goals by Garo Yepremian
for a 30-14 victory over the Patriots.
Steelers 20, Bengals 13
Reserve quarterback Terry
Hanratty, thrown into the
breech when starter Terry
Bradshaw suffered a shoulder
separation, joined with a tough
Pittsburgh defense to help the
Steelers edge Cincinnati 26-13. -

Broncos 40, Jets 23
Charley Johnson threw two
touchdown passes, then Steve
Ramsey came off the bench to
uncork a 76-yard scoring bomb,
as Denver beat the New York
Jets 40-28.
Cardinals 35, Giants 27
Jim Hart fired four Ti)
passes, including three to Mel
Gray, to lead St. Louis past the
New York Giants 35-27.
Bears 35, Oilers 14
Ike Hill's 95-yard kickoff return capped a three-touchdown
explosion within 95 seconds,
sweeping Chicago past winless
Houston (0-7) 35-14.

DOL
EVALUATION FORCES LEADING
NEW YORK IMPORTER TO LIQUIDATE!

cPOR
r
TS
k3URRAY LEDGER & TIMES
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
John Mahaffey recently went
on a physical fitness program.
In the last couple of weeks
it's added 15 pounds to his
sparse, 5-foot-7 frame, some
$35,000 to his bankroll and the
first professional golf title to
what he hopes soon will become
a collection.
"I don't want this to be the
only one," the boyish-looking
25-year-old tour sophomore said
Sunday after his three-underpar 68 had nailed down a threestroke victory in the $135,000
Sahara Invitational.
Mahaffey had a 271 total, 13
under par on the sun-splashed,
6,800 yard Sahara-Nevada
Couhlry
Dave Eichelberger_catne out
of the pack with a brilliant
seven-under-par 64 and took
second alone at 274. It was
worth $15,390 to Eichelberger
and assured him of a spot in
the top 60 money winners for
the season and an exempt stat-
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PRE-HOLIDAY SALE! SENSATIONAL SAVINGS!

•Complete Kit, Regular $6.00 Value
•Many, Many different designs to choose from
•Largest Selection of Needlepoint anywhere

COMPLETE

•Other Sets equally reduced for this Pre-Christmas Sale!

A small down peyenent vall hold your
purchase tor you ... buy now, um later

A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS
•
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Lexington and Louisville
Provide Hottest Elections

Mid

PAGE
east . . . (Continued from Page 1)

was reported to have reached realistic possibilities for future
the canal by midnight, but a U. meetings."
N. spokesman in Jerusalem
Mrs. Meir said her governFRANKFORT, Ky. LAP) — can stockbroker who has persaid at 7 a.m. that he had no ment agreed to let the supply
Commonwealth's Atty. Edwin
Lexington and Louisville are sistently harassed Democratic
word that it had crossed to the convoys through "in
response
providing the hottest races in Gov. Wendell Ford's adminis- Schroering is the GOP candiEgyptian troops on the east to an urgent and special
appeal
next week's legislative elections tration, in a spirited campaign date for Jefferson County judge
side.
of the U.S. government."
in Kentucky, with both parties against Spencer Noe, an attor- and former Police Chief 0. J.
Mother convoy of 10 trucks
Hyde is running for mayor as a
The Egyptian government
saying they will gain seats ney'.
pulled into Suez, where Israeli sent Acting Foreign
Republican.
Minister
statewide.
In another, seeking Joe
soldiers said there were 15,000 Ismail Fahmy
Blume said that Republicans
to the United
House Minority Leader Har- Graves' old seat, two insurance
civilians.
States Sunday night to seek U
old Dernarcus of Stanford is agents are slugging it out— dominated in Jefferson County
The Israelis said Sunday that S. help in getting
the Israelis to
saying the Republicans will Democrat Don Stephens and races in the past decade when
Egyptian artillery had opened withdraw from
they held the county judge and
all territory ocpick up five seats in the House, Republican Gene Cravens.
up
on
the first convoys, appar- cupied in the last two
mayor seats there and believed
where his party was outArab-IsThe third pits former State
ently by mistake. There were raeli warpnumbered 73-27 during the 1972 Sen. Bobby Flynn, a Republi- the opposite how would hold
no casualties.
true.
The serpiofficial Cairo newssession.
can and a salesman, against
Advance units of the U. N. paper Al Mu-am
State Rep. Billy Paxton, Dreported that
But House Speaker Norbert Steve Beshear, a young attorpeacekeeping force also arrived he was carrying
Central City, who is House
Blume of Louisville maintains ney.
a letter from
at
Suez
speaker
and
pro
Ismailia
tern,
appears
to
be
and
b4gan President Anwar Sadat to PresDAY'S WORK BEGINS An Amish boy walks to a plow hitched behind a team of
the Republicans will lose two to
Another Senate race that
making arrangements to bring ident Nixon.
horses in art Ohio field to begin a day's labors in fields. This tall plowing scene occurred
four seats in Louisville alone, might be close involves in- having a stronger challenger
in larger units to police the
near Lorain, Ohio.
Elsewhere on the diplomatic
which was 16-6 Democratic last cumbent Sen. Clyde Middleton, than anticipated from Jerry
cease-fire.
Dobbs, a Republican also from
front, another African nation session, and likely will lose R-Covington, and Democratic
Central City.
Of the 600 troops sent to Senegal —
some elsewhere as well.
broke diplomatic rechallenger Ronald Glenn
Former State Rep. R. K.
Egypt temporarily from the lations
with Israel, citing the
Other Democraticleatiers say Crume, who is on the Boone
Keith, a Republican from HodU.N.
peacekeep
ing
force in Israeli advance down the west
their party stands a good County fiscal ,court.
genville, is believed to have a
Cyprus, the 200 Finnish troops side
chance of picking up two or
of the Suez Canal last
Legislative reapportionment chance of ousting incumben
were to be based in Suez, the Tuesday
t
three seats in southeastern took away some of Middleton's
after the first ceaseRep. Sam Thomas, 1)-Lebanon.
200
Swedes
at
Ismailia,
which fire.
Kentucky and .ceuld also get a Republican strength in Fort
Thomas' home county of Maris at the midpoint of the canal,
couple in Lexington.
It was the ninth black Afrijmitchell and other areas of ion was split
by reapportionand the 200 Austrians will re- can
In the Senate, the predictions Kenton County and gave him
nation to break relations
ment and added to Larue and
main
in
Cairo
as a reserve with Israel as a result of
range from the Republicans' basically Democratic Boone
The shortage is affecting all Daily Independent reported
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kenthe
no force, a U.N. spokesman there
nearly all of Hart counties,
gaining one seat or losing two. County. He also got some of
war. Thirteen others broke with
papers, but the small, in- drastic changes that
which elected Keith to the tucky's newspaper publishers
the said.
The Senate was 23-10 Demo- southern Campbell County.
Israel before Egypt and Syria
are becoming more and more dependent weeklies that have average subscriber would
House in 1967 and 1969.
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt attacked, and
cratic last session.
concerned—not over what news no contracts with paper mills notice. But both papers said
now only seven
State Sen. Walter "Stu" ReiSome Democrats feel their
Waldheirn hopes to complete black nations
One of the closest races in chert, R-Louisville, also is facCo print, but what to print the and no stockpiles of newsprint their allotment for
still
have diplothis
year has recruiting the new Middle East
the state, both parties seem to ing strong opposition from nominee, Brooks Edwards of news on.
are the hardest hit.
matic relations with Israel.
•
been cut by 10-15 per cent and force of
Greensbur
g,
can
defeat
In7,000 men from 10 to 15
agree, is for the Senate seat Daisy Faylor, a secretary in
James Cravens, president of they are "tightening
Newspapers in the state are
up" on countries by Tuesday or
now held by Gibson Downing, a the Jefferson County school cumbent Rep. Herman Ratliff, feeling the pinch as the the
Kentucky
Weekly
space.
R-Campbellsville, but GOP
Wednesday, a U.N. spokesman
Democrat who did not seek re- system who is campaigni
nationwide
demand
for Newspaper Association and
ng leaders disagree.
Jim Walker, editor of the in New York reported.
He said
election.
publisher
of
the
Central
newsprint
Kenhard.
increases and strikes
Madisonville Messenger, said the first of these
Opinion is similarly split for
troops should
That contest pits incumbent
at Canadian paper mills and tucky News in Campbellsville, his paper has had to
"The coattail is important in the following races: Rep.
abandon arrive by next weekend
John
Rep. Joe Graves, a Republican, Jefferson County,"said Blume.
said he's having-a big problem plans to increase
circulation by
Rowland, R-Pineville, vs. railroads slow down the supply.
Israel, meanwhile, comagainst former Democrat Wilgetting
newsprint
.
"We
A
survey
didn't
He predicted a large majority
of the state's
the first of next year.
plained
to U.N. observers of an
liam McCann, who served one for the local Democratic ticket George Stewart, Pineville, newspapers indicates that
the have a contract with our
However,
Jim
Democrat; former Rep. LeonParks, Egyptian cease-fire violation, 1. Legal
term in the House in 1971.
*aim
situation is not critical, but regular supplier, and now all assistant business manager
Of Jefferson County Judge Todd ard Hisope,
of saying that an Egyptian coma Republican, vs.
And three House races in Hollenbach,seeking re-election,
most papers are cutting corners we're getting from them is the Owensboro Messenge
John
rGarner,
Democrat, both
COMMONWEALTH OF
mando platoon slipped across
Lexington might be affected by and Louisville
and making provisions to use promises."
mayoral candiInquirer, said he's having no the Suez Canal
KENTUCKY
from the east
that contest since their lines in- date Dr. Harvey Sloane. Blume from Somerset; former Rep. less paper. Regular deliveries
He -added that he's getting an real problem. "We
Glenn Freeman, a Democrat
saw the bank Sunday and attacked IsDEPARTMENT OF
adequate
of
supply
newsprint
newsprint are running 20-30
of
said a large majority kw the= from Cumberland,
shortage coming about a year raeli forces north of the town
va. John.
TRANSPORTATION
of
One of those finds incumbent would sweep several Democrat
- Howapl, Republican from Har- days late and many papers said from "bootleggers" at higher ago and planned for it by in- Suez.
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
Rep. Larry Hapkin.5, a Republi- ic legislators in with them.
prices.
their
supplies
are
dwindling.
creasing ow- five-year conNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Wm
The Israeli command said the
Cravens said that he is cutting tract."
Sealed
bids will received by
attack
was
repulsed, but it
down the number of pages and
Many
of
the
the Bureau of Highways, at its
state's added that
TNE GREAT PUMPKIN RISES
I'VE HEARD
sporadic fighting
the
increasin
g
advertisi
the
ng
ratio
OUT OF THE PUMPKIN PATCH,
newspapers are supplied by
Af3OUT ‘fOU
threatened to disrupt the supply office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
by about 20 percent per page. Bowater Paper
AND FLIE-5 THROU644 THE AIR
Co. mills in convoys
to the encircled Egyp- 10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard
Many weekly publishers Canada and the south. Ben
AND BRIN65 TOYS TO ALL THE
tians. This was taken in Tel Time on the 8th day of November,
CHILDREN IN THE WORLD!
aren't as concerned as Cravens, Pelton, of Bowater,
1973, at which time bids will be
said the Aviv
as a threat to block future
because they're under contract growth of newspape
publicly opened and read for the
rs, ad- convoys if there
were more
with a central printing com- vertisements and other
improvement of:
printed Egyptian attacks.
pany. One such company is material in the south
has been a
"Every night there is firing CALL,OWAY COUNTY, T 3008
Newspapers, Inc., which "phenomenal" 10-12 percent
(3), SP 18-4588; 12th Street in
in — small arms firing
— but it's
publishes more than 60 papers the past year.
nothing," a Swedish U. N. truce Murray. Widening of Turning
per week in Kentucky, Indiana
With the Canadian strikes
BLO DIE
observer
told Associated Press Lanes at Chestnut Street (0.184
and Ohio.
putting an additional strain on
mile) and at Sycamore Street
BLONDIE,
correspon
dent Edith M. LedeMorris
Butler,
of the southern mills, Pelton said
(0.073
mile). A total distance of
WHAT HAPPENED
rer at the cease-fire line on the
Newspapers, Inc., said his the fixed
To THE
0.257 mile. Grade, Drain,
production of Cairo-Sue
road.
z
company has enough paper for newsprint can't meet
SPORTS
Bituminous Concrete Surface
the
Israel agreed to let a total of
Its present customers but has demand.
SECTION
Class I and Traffic Singnals. Bid
100 truckloads of supplies go
had to turn down outside jobs,
proposals for all projects will be
"It would take two years and
such as advertising circulars $100 million to build a new through to the 3rd Army and to avallabYe until
9:00 a.m.
Suez.
They
were
split
up
into
and small printouts.
mill," he said, "so no imEASTERN STANDARD TIME on
convoys of 10 trucks.
Most of their paper comes mediate relief is in sight."
the day of the bid opening at the
He
Israeli Maj. Gen. Aharon Yafrom southern mills, Butler added that Bowater
of
has riv and Egyptian Brig. Bashir Division
Contract
said, but these mills have "cut proposed a two-step
price in- Shariff met at 1:30 a.m. Sunday Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
their allotment across the board crease next year to attract
Rid proposals are issued only to
at the cease-fire line 60 miles
because they can't keep up with more money into the
contractors.
industry. east of Cairo to work out the prequalified
the great demand"
Remittance payable to the State
John Barnes, assistant arrangem
ents.
He said most of the weeklies managing editor of five
Treasurer of Kentucky
must
weekly
They agreed the Egyptians
are increasing the amount of newspapers, including
THE PHANTOM
request
for
the would drive the trucks to the accompany
advertising content, cutting Logan Leader and Leitchfiel
d cease-fire line, the Israelis ProPosaki•
down on feature stories and Gazette, cited certain
"tricks" would search them for conprinting shorter news copy. his paper are using .to
conserve cealed weapons, and U.N. rep- 2.
.
"The previous advertising to newsorint.
resentatives would drive them
news ratio was about 60 to 40,
By cutting back on newsstand
SEE WHAT Mary Kay Cosmetics
but that's changed to about 70 to sales, eliminating "honor" the rest of the way. An Israeli can
do for you
Call Sonya
jeep
and
three
U.N.
vehicles
30," Butler said.
newsstands and keeping track
Futrell 753-4505 for a comled
each
convoy.
The state's daily newspapers of circulation with current
The meeting between Yariv plimentary facial.
are stepping up efforts to mailing lists, Barnes said they
and
Sheriff was the first open
eliminate waste in newspaper are presently operating at a
Israeli-Egyptian meeting at
production.
Montgomery Ward
three percent waste factor as
A spokesman for the opposed to the previous five to such a high level since the 1956
1203 CheStopt
Suez War, the Israeli command
Sale. wecinesoay only
Louisville Courier Journal said six percent.
said.
10 percent off all Returned
they are reducing the number of
Each paper's size has been
Goods
"It's a start that people begin
unsold copies and occasionally reduced by one page, he added,
Open till 7.00 P M
to talk," Premier Golda Meir
using shorter sheets to conserve by shortening features and
Cold
newsmen
in
Tel
Aviv.
"The
BEATLE BAILEY
newsprint.
news stories.
atmosphere was good. There WANTED COUPLE with mobile
Proctor,
Jerry
office
Barnes pointed out that the
are
possibilities and I think home to live on my farm with free
I KNOW. I'M PeAc-ncING
manager of the Lexington current shortage may be a good
rent and utilities in exchange for
ON BEETLE, HE HAE
Herald-Leader,said they have a thing in the long run. "It takes
VER.,' 41.0W EY 5
feeding animals. Phone 753-1497
good supply of paper on hand three trees to make one roll of Man Dies After Being
after 7:00 p.m.
but are now using lighter weight newsprint," he said. The ern
paper to increase the yardage. phasis on using less paper Bitten By Snake In
Both the Paducah Sun "might teach the publishers a
Religious Ceremony
Democrat and the Ashland lesson," he added.
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5. Lost And Found

Sell it With A Classified Ad
11111111111111111111111111
i'MilFurnisignes

38 Pets - Supplies

27. Mobile Home Sales

LOST
BLACK
female GUITAR AND amplifier, $175.00
39" ROLL-AWAY bed. Has coil 1968 MONARCH 10' x 40'. All
Dashshund, two years old, or will trade for merchandise
of springs and innerspring mat- appliances. Air conditioning.
caramel marks. Strayed from equal value. Phone 753-9629.
tress. Like new. Phone 753-5427. Ready to move in. Ideal for
home yesterday morning around
couple. Must sacrifice. Phone
8:00 a.m,Phone 753-1749 evenings
753-7812 for appointment.
after 6:00 p.m.
FRIGIDAIRE 30" stove, $160.00;
18' x8' carpet,$1&00; studio bed,
CRAFTON TOOL box, lost Oct. FIREWOOD, CUT to order $10.00; metal bed with mattress,
$15.00; two 6' porch shades, $4.00 TWO BEDROOM trailer, New
25, Thursday around noon bet- Phone 436-5591.
condition.
each; 2 pair cafe curtains, $4.00; Moon. Carpeted, good
ween South 4th Street and
Good rental buy. Phone 753-4481.
Glendale Road. Call Howard THREE PIECE bedroom suite. 1 pair drapes 120" x 84", $3.00;
Also little girl's clothes size 2, 3 built-in dishwasher,$20.00. Phone
Brandon, 753-4383 or 753-5960.
and 4. Phone 436-5439.
753-7681.
28. Heating & Cooling

TIS1NG
LINES
ads, classified
nd
regular
'he'Sarni-Oil
day before
✓ classifieds
bmitted by 4
day before
•••••••

50. Campers

51. Services Offers..

HOUSE AND five ares close to MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8
foot Vats) and complete chair
town. Phone 753-8500.
all 1973 recreational vehicles.
FOR SALE
caning service. The Olde Shoppe
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753Trailer,
6
sleeper,
self
contained
TWO BEDROOM house, bath,
8240.
November 6C
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, air 14,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
Pointers from
conditioner. Located on 2 acre Chevrolet chassis, self contained
Palamonium & White lot, -one mile from Kentucky $7,836. These are just two of the CERAMIC TILE repair work.
Lake. $10,000.00. Phone 753-0489 many units that must go. No Repair or remodeling, alsoKnight bloodlines.
trade ins at these low; low prices. shower doors and tub enclosures.
or 753-3417.
Sale starts Friday September 28. Call 474-2263.
November IOC
Whelped 3/20/73
THREE BEDROOM brick home, Open 7 days a week through
Phone 753-8760 Days central heat and air, four acres. October.
FOR ALL your additions34 miles east on 94. Phone 753- Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser- remodeling, residential or
or_ 489-2398
vice "Your complete RV commercial. New or old. Free
6648.
AIR CONDITIONER, 10,000
LOST 600 Pound black holstein
MOBILE HOMES underpenned USED GAS stove, 40", $40.00 or BTU,
Headquarters"
Hwy 62 east, estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
1973 Fedders model.
steer between Stella and Lynn
best offer. Extra clean. Good
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
UKC REGISTERED female 47. Motorcycles
$225.00 Phone 767-4745.,
Grove. Phone 435-4892.
condition. Phone 753-5868.
365-5082.
October29C LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
black and tan coon hound, five
1967 NORTON 750 motorcycle.
months
registered
old.
AKC
LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
Having trouble getting those odd
Mobile
I=
Hone
29.
LOST 1974 Calloway County High Give an art piece
female red miniature dachshund Best offer. Phone 753-1493.
FALL CLEARANCE sale on all jobs done? Free estimate. No.job,
sculptured by G.E. RECORD player and stereo
School graduation ring, initials nature; varnished and hand sale. Loy away for Christmas TWO BEDROOM trailer. $85.00 puppy with four generations
campers in stock at Arrowhead to small. Phone 753now. Model V-211, Regular per month. Four miles out 94 typewritten pedigree. Phone
KDC. Reward offered. Phone 753- polished driftwood with
Camper Sales in Mayfield, 0605.
October24C
assorted
YAMAHA
1973
Excellent
125.
5942.
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or $18.95-sale price $16.88. Model east. Prefer college students. Benton 527-9700.
running condition and ap- Kentucky. Phone 489-2303, 247
V-639,
Phone
Regular
$34.95-sale
753-6846.
price
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
pearance. Phone 436-5830 for 6289 or 247-8187 for more in- FURNITURE STRIPPING &
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular
formation or for appointment.
further information.
Supplies
Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
Poultry
6. Help Wanted
•
39.,
CAMPER-USED, long wheel 155.95-sale price $44.88. Model FOX MEADOWS and Coach
West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
V-946,
Regular
$59.95-sale price Estates Mobile Home Parks. CHICKENS, DUCKS, Guineas,
base, $85.00. Oil heater, $55.00.
McDaniel, owner. 753WANT FULL time general office Used couch and chair with $47.88. Model T-361, Regular Small parks. Superior ac- young and old. Large selection. 49. Used Cars & Trucks
7499.
November 6C
879.95-sale
price
$59.88.
Roby
worker. Some
Phone
Hubert
accounting covers, $20.00. New 6' bar, black
Alexander
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
commodations. Residential area.
IMPALA
CUSTOM-1969,
Sales,
Vinyl
Highway
68.
Benton,
required. Send complete resume slate top, green leather, $130.00.
Sedalia, Kentucky 328-8563.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South 16th Street, 753-3855
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
roof, air, power steering, 327 South of
‘P,00
including education, working Black upholstered bar, $55.00. KervoiiiN
Murray on Hwy. 641. Phone Paris, 642-6551.
TFC
automatic.
Phone
753-6202
after
experience
Jerry
and
personal Phone 753-3600.
McCoy, owner. (502) 49243.
Real
Estate
4:00
p.m.
30:
Business
Rentals
20.
Sports
Equipment
background to P.O. Box 32-P
8837.
TFC BULLDOZER
WORK; trucking,
Murray, Kentucky. "An Equal LARGE QUANTITY of birch
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
FORD VAN-I966, new tires and ROY HARMON finish
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
SHOTGUN
BARREL,
26"
imKENTUCKY
ON
LAKE
Opportunity Employer."
cabinet doors and drawers. 75
carpenter.
Phone 753-5311
mags,tape player. $500.00. Phone Custom building
If you'd like a beautiful
and remodeling. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
cents each. May be seen at 1600 proved cylinder, 12 gauge, for 870
7537738,
ask
for
Monty.
Remington, ventilated rib, $40.00.
Houses trimmed -formica tops or 354-8161, after 5:00p.m. TFC
lake lot, year round home,
WANTED
EXPERIENCED Keenland.
Phone 753-3570 or 753-6602.
and
doors-Quality
or just a summer cottage
101. Want To Rent
tractor trailer driver. Apply in
workCARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
FORD-1969 four door sedan, manship. Phone 753-0790.
on our lovely Jonathan
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
TFC
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
automatic, aw, power steering,
200 TO 300 acres of land for corn
Creek-Call or write for
Truck Lines. An equal op- treated fence posts. Murray
14' BOAT, V-Bottom Polk Craft or beans. Preferrably on north
TFC
new tires. Phone 753-6322.
our brochures.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Master 489-2504.
portunity employer."
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
with 9 H. P Johnson, motor. and west side of Murray. Phone
Ruth
Ryan,
Real Estate
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Street.
Moody trailer, trolling Motor and 492-8613 after 5:00 p.m.
Bt.CONSTRUCTION. Complete
Located in Aurora
EXPERIENCED AUTO clean up
gas tanks, $450.00. Phone 753basements, foundations, patios,
PO
202A,
Box
Route
5
TIMBER-LODGE on Tennman. Must be able to use puffer DINETTE SET-table and 6 8510.
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
Benton, Ky. 42025
AUTOS FOR SALE
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
and clean up cars. Apply in chairs.. Also 1965 Plymouth.
walls, etc. Septic tank in502-3544500
Tennessee, will build complete
person to Murray Datsun, 604 Phone 489-2180 or 489-2181
870 REMINGTON shotgun, 3"
stallations, 437-4734 or 4371965 GMC 2-ton truck with new fireplaces, starting at
Matt
Res.
South 12th Street
only
magnum, 12 guage with ven- FURNISHED APARTMENT on
October23C
tires and 15 foot bed. 1960 1-ton $695.00. Selection of stones 4765.
NEW SPARE wheel and tire for tilated rib, $125.00. Phone 753-3570 N. 19th Street. Elderly couple
truck
Dodge
bed.
metal
with
available.
Satisfaction
camper
prefered. Clean, no pets. Phone
(700-15-6 Ply) 4 lug or 753-6602.
PART
TIME
laboratory
ASPHALT Driveways, and
Phone 4311-2172 or 753-631L
guaranteed. Phone 901-593753-3019.
technician; full time kitchen wheels. New chrome mirrors for
parking lots sealed, professional
3534.
TFC finishing. Estimates
porter; full time housekeeping camper also new factory chrome
'WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
freely
porter; full time nurse aides mirrors for Ford pick-up. Dozer
given. Phone collect 24710' WIDE two bedroom trailer, Murray, for your new home or
JOHN'S
REPAIR
Service.
(experienced). Apply at per- blade for 8 through 12 Hor- GUITAR LESSONS for beginners located at Shady Oaks. Phone mobile home. Call owner 753- CHEVROLET-1968 /
November 6P
1
2 ton Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 2423.
sonnel office, Murray Calloway sepower Wheel Horse Tractor. or advanced players. If you have 474-2257.
°774.
023C pickup, V8, automatic tran- carpentry. Phone
753-5897
days
or
a
desire
to
learn
how
Phone
to play the
492-8658.
County Hospital. "An equal
DOZER SERVICE 13-6 catersmission, insulated topper. Real 753-7625 nights
TFC
guitar, call Gary at 753-2746 after
opportunity employer."
pillar. Phone 753-9807
KENIANA
SHORES-Large good condition. $1600.00. Phone
NICE PRIVATE furnished
5:00 p.m.
wooded lots for $25 down & $25 753-5576 after 4:00 p.m.
LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
apartment,
electric
HAND
HEWN
heat,
log
air
beams,
$1.00
BRYANT ELECTRIC Co. is
per month-All utilities including
gravel. Phone 474WILL DO trash and brush
accepting applications for per foot. Phone Gene R. Miller, MUSIC LESSONS, band in- conditioned. For couples or water-Lake access-All weather THUNDERBIRD-1961, $225.00. 2713.
October29C hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
teachers.
No
pets.
1610
College
Mayfield,
Ky.
struments,
247-5516.
piano,
guitar,
Electrical Mechanics. Apply at
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436- Phone 753-7271.
Farm Road. Phone 753-1600.
TFC
753-6130.
beginner violin. Phone 7.53job site, Fisher Price Plant, off CONCRETE STEPPING
2473.
October 27C
GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
stones 1470.
November 8C
Hwy. 121, Murray Kentucky. An and concrete splash
PONTIAC-1973 Grand Prix, or siding, carports and additions. SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 430L21tr?
blocks.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, LOT AND
Equal Opportunity Employer. Murray
New Moon 10' x 50' will consider trade), with all Now is the time to build. Call 'after 5:00 p.m.
Lumber Company, 104
ORGAN-CUSTOM stereophonic one bedroom( air conditioned, 2 trailer. Good
Maple Street
condition. Baywood extras. Factory mags, 8 track Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
optigon, plus books and discs. No miles out on 121. Couple or single Vista,
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
$2950.00. Phone 7534481. factory stereo, system, maroon
•TIMBEH-LODGE of Tennlessons needed. A child can play. boy. Phone 753-3139 or 753-4064.
away! Let Avon help you make BELTONE
with black vinyl top. One owner. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. fiucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
FACTORY fresh
Like new. $375.00. Phone 753-6438.
holiday money. As an Avon hearing
Having trouble getting those Tennessee will do your stone
aid batteries for all make
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per Phone 436-2266.
ONE BEDROOM apartment.
Representative, you can earn hearing
small jobs done? Call Ernest work. Large selections of stone
aids. Wallis Drugs.
month will buy a large wooded lot
extra cash-and it's easy and
TUNING-repair- Also two bedroom trailers. Phone at Keniana Shores. Lake accessPIANO
White 753-0605.
,Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC
PONTIAC-1964 GTO, 384 four
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, BE GENTLE,
rebuilding.
Prompt. expert ser- 753-4017.
central water-all weather barrel, four new tires, two magi.
be kind, to that
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. expensive
carpet, clean with Blue vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436- Phone 436-2295.
B & C CONSTRUCTION, Com42001,443-3366.
Indoor boat and camper
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. FURNISHED APARTMENT, 2473.
plete basements, foundations,
$140.00. Unfurnished $120.00
storage.
Phone 474-2778
Phone
753-8911.
TFC
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
R.N., L.P.N., registered lat
FORD PICKUP-1953. Good patios sidewalks, driveways, inquire at
Located at Embassy ApartCenter.
retaining
walls
BEAUTIFUL
etc. Septic tank
WOODED lot 141' x shape. Phone 492-8897 anytime.
technician needed immediately.
ments. Available now. Phone 753KOA Campground
EXPERT GUITAR
204' on U.S. Highway 641 South
installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
Inquire at personnel office at
4331.
November
INSTRUCTION
8C
Aurora, Ky.
NO REGRET,the best yet; Blue
For
new
home
or
mobile
home.
Beginners and advanced
PONTIAC FIREBIRD- 1969, V8,
Community Hospital, Mayfield,
cleans
Lustre
carpets
Study with one Of Ky's finest
Phone
WILL
DO
baby-eitting
owner
753-0774.
in my
automatic, double power. Good
Kentucky. Phone 247-5211.
teachers. Now scheduling
beautifully. Rent electric
home, all ages. Phone 753-6737. CARPET AND linoleum incondition. Phone 753-4563.
limited enrollment Call Ed
shampooer 21.00. Kwik-Pik
Monroe between S and 7 P.M.
stallation, $1.25 per yard. Phone
WAITRESS WANTED full Market, Five
Phone 753-8892.
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, gala&$464i,
Points.
PONT1AC-1965 LeMans Sports SCARBOROUGH PLUMING Si 43e2415 evenings.
time. Apply at Hazel Cafe
furnished, private entrance, air 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
Coupe, V8,326, automatic, bucket Electric Complete pump repair
Restaurant. Phone 492,9785.
ELECTRIC POLE for trailer, 60
conditioned, refrigerator. house, 2 car garage on 641 North. seats,
air conditioning, power service. Let us check your old GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
23
Zimmerman Apartments, South Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m.
Amp. complete ready to use.
steering, power
brakes. One pump for you before you buy a seamless gutters, installed per
CHEFS. WORKING chefs to be Must be moved. Call 753-1497.
16th. Phone 753-6609.
owner Phone 753-4891.
new one. 24 hour emergency your specifications. Call Larry
EELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
employed by Kentucky DepartControl, phone 753-3914, 100 South
service. Phone 753Lyles at 753-2310 for free
ment of Parks. Apply in person to
21 CUBIC FOOT freezer; wringer 13th Street. "Every day you FURNISHED SLEEPING room
5543
October30C estimate.
TFC
manager Lake Barkely State
with
refrigerator,
bath
and
CAPRICE-1967,
CHEVROLET
type washer; also beagle hound. delay lets bugs have their way."
Park. Excellent fringe benefits.
private
adjustable
entrance. Also
Phone 436-2167.
THREE BEDROOM brick house, four door hardtop, all power and
dress form for sale. Phone 753- living room, dining room, den, air, vinyl top, 45,000 miles. Phone
FOR THE best in pest control
"BIG SALE Continues." 65 rolls service and termite control call 1394.
kitchen with built-ins, 11
/
2 baths, 753-6Z35.
of heavy shag, assorted colors Superior Exterminating Cornutility, paneled garage, patio,
For the convenience of the Citizens of
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN- and styles, $3.95 square yard. 7 pony.
private back yard, central air CHEVROLET-1951, two door
753-7266
TFC.1111111111111M
ERS, farmowners, mobile rolls medium weight shag,
and heat. 810 South 9th Street. hardtop, 283 engine and power
Murray
and Calloway County . .
homes, automobiles, low rates, rubber back, $2.99 square yard.
THREE BEDROOM house, five Phone 753-1856.
Excellent
transmission.
glide
Miscellaneous
:24.
excellent claim service. See us "Special" 1400 yards of shag plus
miles west on 94. $145.00 per
condition. Phone 489-2436.
before you buy. Galloway In- commercial Hi-Lo patterns, $2.00
FALL FENCE sale, now through month. Family only. See James NEW THREE bedroom brick
surance & Realty, phone 753square yard, "while it lasts." November 26. For free estimate Dobson, 1608 West Main Street, house. A deluxe house
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
with CHEVROLET IMPALA-1961
5842.
October25C First quality 2 trucks loads vinyl
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- apartment 3.
carpet, central heat, and air, Make good hunting and fishing
7-12 Noon Saturday
cushion floor, no wax, $2.23 yard. 2310.
garage, concrete drive, patio, car. Phone 436-5647.
Paschall & Sons, kg mile south of,
CLOSED
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
HOUSE IN country, carpeted. builtin kitchen. Robertson School
APPROXIMATELY lu acres, Hazel, Kentucky on 641. 901-498- BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any basement, $115.00 per month district. Priced at only $26,500.00.
Starting September 1, 1973
non tillable land, five or six miles 9733.
car, discount to dealers. Atomic Also large two bedroom apart- Phone 753-3903 to see.
.1*
from Murray. Phone 492-8837
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray ment, $85.00. Phone 753-7671 or
*
*
FOR SALE
•
800 asn.-5:00 p.m.
753-8572.
November 5C after 4:30 p.m. 753-8333.
TWO BEDROOM house, one mile
16. Home Furnishings
:Volkswagen square ba-..*
from Murray on one and three- *station
waglm.1,ow milaL.,:
I
free
tenths acres. Aluminum siding, *.iew
WANT TO BUY RI acres or more 19 CUBIC foot frost
36,for
Rent
Or
Lease
tires, excellent c, : *
ALUMINUM
753-2612
after
refrigerator.
Phone
carport,
heat,
gas
plenty
of
without
of tillable land with or
*!Rion.
*
5:00 p.m.
SIDING
NEW DUPLEX apartment, at storage, good outbuilding and *
house. Phone 762-2557.
*
Phone 753-3018
*
1407 Stadium View Drive ( behind small orchard. Phone 753-3418 or
*
*
after 5:00 p.m.
*
Perkins Pancake House). Un- 753-2669.
*
Maintenance Free - No
furnished now, but could furnish.
More Painting
Phone 753-4981 or 753-1870.
We cover all wood. It will
6 ROOM house, near Murray on
cut 30 per-cent off your
about one acre lot. Attached
heat bill.
garage. Large well house, call CHEVROLET IMPALA-1961,
37. Livestock - Supplies
$100.00. Phone 436-5860.
753-8190.
Call for Free Estimates SEVEN WEANING pigs. Phone
4184881
753-5251

11111111111111111111

Bird Dogs

1N11111111111111111111111111
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The Land Fill Hours

FULL and PART TIME

r********

N-0-T'-I-CE

Property Taxes
Are Due
A lin..per gent cj,O. per cent),Pe_PaRY_
added toll unpaid lax bills November 1.
_ Octot47/It,is thrlattt day teramittibit theien114.
Taxes are payable - at the office of the City
Clerk in the City Hall Building. The Clerk's
office is open each Saturday in October from
8:00 am. to 12:00 Noon.

SALES HELP
WANTED
ANN HERBERT

City of Murray

•

46. Homes For Sale

753C11916

YOUNG COWS-6 white face,
two black angus, one bull and
four calves. Phone 753-3645.
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
sign of no business. Hanna Sigr. 22--FIRST calf Charolias cross
Company, 753-8346.
TFC heifers. 100 head young white
faced cows, calving now. 25
27. Mobile Home Sales choice Angus cows, calving now.
25 Holstein herefor0 cross cows,
1171 TKO bt,Iroort; bob& 11,isile, eel
60`rfe'Dlehrili:
-no*:`1
,
Best
'
ondltioner.
ga.N...new air r3
daya.4184511-7203,,Q.
offer Phone 753-224
nights 618-658.8301.
1972 DOUBLE wide. Living,
dining rooms, den, three 38. Pets Supplies
bedrooms, two baths, utility, AKC REGISTERED German
central air. 102 Riviera Courts, shepherd puppies. Phone 437753-9827
4322.

Help Wanted

Ladies Apparel Shop

ELECTRICIANS WANTED
in the Murray area.
Rate $7.10 plus insurance. Three first
class journeymen electricians needed immediately, also three apprentice electricians.
..,Cnntact.Wayne...E;
V27924,1072
Owensborxi or write:411

••••••

.

Frazier Electrical Construction725 Frayser Ave.
Owensboro, Ky. 42301
-41wwweemer

OPENING SOON IN BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
Interviews:
`Neb.

SATURDAY- - NOV-J.-43
9:o0 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
HOLIDAY INN

Al

1st I. I
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Deaths and Funerals
Infant Daughter
Dies on Saturday
At Local Hospital

Julian Slaughter,
County Native,
Dies On Sunday
Julian Pryor Slaughter,
native of Calloway County, died
Sunday at 5:05 a.m. He was
stricken while on duty at his
parttime work at the Paducah
City Hall and pronounced dead
on arrival at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He was 59 years of age and
had retired after twenty years
of service as a major with the
Paducah Police Department.
He.was a member of the Bible
. Baptist Church and a veteran of
World War II.
. Mr. Slaughter was married to
the former Hazel Brown, who
survives, in July 1937. Born
November 17, 1913, he was the
son of the late A.P. Slaughter
and Era Washam Slaughter.
Survivors are his wife, Hazel,
one daughter, Mrs. Betty
Joiner, both of Paducah; one
sister, Mrs. Nevil (Verdal
McCoy of Murray; one brother,
Kenneth Slaughter of Cincinnati, Ohio; two grandchildren; two great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at
the chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
Bro. Don Young of Paducah and
Bro. Bobby Witherington of
Murray officiating.
Members of the Paducah
. Police Department will serve as
honorary
and
active
pallbearers. Burial will be in
the Maptelawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

$2 Billion Trade Surplus
With Communists Expected

Christina Ann Gentry, infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Gentry, Jr., of Murray
Router, Four, died Saturday at
11:45 an. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby had been born at 8:15 a.m.
the same morning.
Survivors are her parents,
two sisters, Regina and
Gwendolyn Gentry, and one
brother, James William Gentry; all of Murray Route Four;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Gentry, Sr., of Nashville, Tenn., and James Edgar
Armstrong of Murwy Route
Four; great grandparents,
G.W. Gentry of Mt. Juliet,
Tenn., and Mrs. Fannie Faulk
of Shelbyville, Tenn.
Rev. Terry M.Sills conducted
rites on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
the graveside at Sinking Spring
Baptist Church cemetery. The
Blalock -Coleman.. Funeral
Home had charge of the
arrangements.

Special Event Will
Be By MSU Women

An invitation has been extended to all members and
prospective meetings of the
Murray State University
Women's Society 'le join
,together in an evening of "Fun
Snackin' and Games- on
Thursday, November 1, at 7:30
p.m. in the SUB Thoroughbred
Room.
A telephone committee will be
calling all members in order to
provide for any kind of card and
table games desired but each
member is asked to bring her
own favorite finger food snack.
A membership table will be
set up for any interested
members who have riot already
MSU Women's
"Back to School" night will be Joined the
fee of
membership
The
Society.
of
students
held for parents of
to
sent
be
also
may
dollars
three
Calloway County High School on
Society treasurer,
Thursday, November 1, at the Women's
Rayburn, 1314 Olive
seven p.m., according to the Mrs. Inez
by November 15.
Boulevard,
school principal, Howard
The co-chairmen of the
Crittenden.
Snackin' and Games Night are
Special entertainment will be Mrs. Alma Tracy and Mrs.
by the Laker Chorus, directed Frances Richey with Mrs. Judy
by Mrs. Lucinda Darnall, and Belt in charge of the
the Laker Band, directed by decorations. Any interested
Terry Goodwin.
members who are not contacted
Following the program the by telephone are'asked to call
the Mrs. Tracy at 75.34602.
parents will visit
classrooms and talk with the
teachers. Refreshments will be
FREE GERBILS
served.
Gerbils are free to persons for
All parents are urged to at- pets. For information call 753tend, Crittenden said.
,218.

'Back To School'
Night Planned At
Calloway High

Cash 81 Carry
SALE

PreFinished
PANELING
4 colors to choose from
$315 per panel
Armstrong
CEILING TILE

Accidents ...

Ingersoll-Rand
Employees Ratify
Three-Year Contract

(Cematbieed from Page 1)
did not name the person reBork indicated Saturday he
was considering some method
of sending the name of his
nominee to Congress for its approval.
A majority of the Senate,
however, already has endorsed
a bill that would have a new
prosecutor picked by U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirice.
Proponents of this plan, including Cex and a principal
Senate sponsor, Indiana Democrat Birch Bayh, acknowledge
there could be arguments over
its constitutionality.
But they contend the plan
would be upheld in what would
be another court struggle over
Watergate. Their object is to
avoid having a prosecutor
again subject to firing by Nixon.
Cox was fired by Nixon Oct.
20 after refusing to go along
with a compromise plan that
would have furnished an account of the nine White House
tapes to the Watergate grand
jury and to the Senate Watergate Committee.
As part of the compromise,
Cox would have had to agree to
forego any other court challenges to get records from Nixon.
A political storm cascaded
upon Nixon after the Cox firing
and he finally *reed to obey a
court order apd give up the
tapes.

formation on each person's
unearned income and assets.
Coleman Crocker of FreedIn the interview, Hess spoke
Hardeman College, Henderson,
cautiously of previous HEW esTenn., will be the featured
timates that about 3 million
at a gospel meeting at
speaker
persons would be added to SSI
Church of Christ,
Coldwater
rolls by next July 1, in addition
November 2, 3, and 4.
to the 3.4 million now receiving
A native of Obion County,
welfare who will be converted
Tenn., Crocker is a 1952
Arthur E. Hess, deputy com- automatically.
graduate of Union City High
missioner of the Social Security
"I'm not prepared to say
Commission, disclosed in an in- publicly or privately yet that
terview that his agency is sur- this is an overestimate," Hess
veying 400,000 persons in areas said. "But many of the 3 milof large elderly and poor popu- lion may not be in a hurry to
lations and another 88,000 in a come in, for one reason or annationwide sampling.
other.
"In a year or so from now,
If the nationwide survey is
productive, he said, Social Se- when word gets around I think
curity is prepared to contact many of these nonparticipants
another 1.6 million potential gradually are going to warm up
recipients of Supplemental Se- to the idea," he said.
The new law guarantees a
curity Income I SSI), the new
name for the federal takeover minimum monthly income of
$130 for eligible individuals and
of adult welfare cases.
By phone and mail, district $195 for couples, rising to $140
offices are explaining benefits and $210 respectively in midColeman Crocker
and eligibility to the aged poor, 1974.
In general, SSI checks will be School. His college training
and collecting preliminary inmailed monthly to elderly, includes the A.A. degree from
blind and disabled persons who Freed-Hardeman
College,
receive less than $150, or $215 Henderson Tenn., B.A. from
for couples, from Social Secur- Harding College, Searcy, Ark.,
ity benefits, pensions, work- and the M.A. degree from
Prices of stocks of local inman's compensation, black Murray State University,
terest at noon today, furnished
lung benefits or insurance an- Murray. He has attended David
to the Ledger & Times by I.M.
nuities, and who have less than Upscomb College, Nashville,
Simon & Co., are as follows:
$1,500 or $2,250 in bank depos- Tenn., Harding graduate School
14 LTNC
Airco
its, stocks or bonds.
of Bible and Religion, Memphis,
Am. Motors
941 UNC
Eligibility is denied to those Tenn., and Western Kentucky
49% UNC
AT&T.
owning houses assessed at University. Mr. Crocker has
2 +1.1!
1
30/
Ashland Oil
more than $25,000, or $35,000 in taught school in Trigg County,
2
/
551
Ford
Alaska and Hawaii, or cats val- Graves County, and Christian
2 -31
/
641
Can. Motors
ued at more than $1,200 unless County. In 1967 the educator
18
Tire
General
necessary in employment or for was selected as outstanding
23 LrNC
Goodrich
medical
reasons.
educator of the year.
Gulf Oil
24' -/
2
1
States are required to main.Crocker has preached for
26.
Pennwalt
.
at
person's
support
tain each
Church of Christ in many of the
10 +44
Tappan
December 1973 levels, or tam states as well as Canada.
35zo!
Quaker Oats
the loss of federal matching Belgium and Africa. Mr.
funds for Medicaid.
Crocker became Director of
Before Congress amended the Public Affairs at Freedlaw to protect incomes of those Hardeman June 1,
1972
now on welfare, total state-fed- replacing the late W.A. Braderal costs of the new program field. In addition to this, he also
had been estimated at $4.8 bil- teaches studies in the Old
The Woman's Club of Central lion the first year New cost es- Testament. He conducts many
Kentucky, Inc., in Lexington, timates have not been com- weekly and three-day gospel
has invited two representatives pleted.
meetings through out the year.
community
each
from
He is married to the former
FREE
PUPPIES
organization to participate in a
Five puppies are free to Geraldine Pipkin and they are
panel discussion on -Capital
persons for pets. For in- the parents of three daughters.
Punishment in Kentucky" on
Mr. Crocker served as the
call 753-4589.
formation
Wednesday. October 31.
regular minister for the
Coldwater Church of Christ
Mrs. Lawrence C. Jenkins,
from 1964 through 1988.
MAYFIELD SPEAKER
first vice-president of the
The time of the services are
Lyle Underwood,chairman of
Woman's Club, said this panel
will include all candidates for the board of the First Christian 7:00 p.m. each evening and
the Kentucky Legislature and Church, was the guest speaker 11:00 a.m. Sunday morning. The
our one elected senator, with at the Sunday morning services public is cordially invited to
Gen. A.Y. Lloyd, Ph.D., as at the First Christian Church, attend, a church spokesman
said.
Mayfield,
moderator.

By JOHN STOWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The
government has begun searching for aged, blind and disabled
Americans who may be eligible
for ne*ly federalized welfare
payments beginning Jan. 1.

Regents . .
•

(Cestipued from Page I)
cwrent operatingliwwit'L:He
-listed three general continuation features in the
biennial budget:
—A 5.5 percent increase for
personal services costs.
—A 4.5 percent increase in
funds for current operating
expenses.
—Provision for the admustment of fixed costs inutilities,
creases such as
postage, telephone service, and
university contributions to
Social Security and employee
retirement programs.
Areas of program enrichment
given emphasis in the budget
include funding to eliminate
library
in
deficiencies
acquisitions and hOldings, and
to develop new • technical
continuing
in
programs
education, and to expand
associate degree offerings.
Curris pointed out a request in
the budget for $325,030 to subsidize housing and dining
operations on the campus. He
explained why the feeling at the
university is that deficits in the
operations are "a state
responsibility and not an institutional responsibility."
Dormitories and dining
facilities were planned and built
at a time when demands for
these student facilities were
gi eat and still growing, Curris
said. Then, however, the state
made decisions which have
affected enrollment growth
adversely.
He listed higher tuition, a
on
out-of-state
ceiling
enrollment and lowered tuition
at the University of Louisville
as decisions made subsequent
to planning and construction
which have had the adverse
effect.
Capital outlay priorities in the
budget include a new universal
center and recreation complex,
renovation of Wilson Hall as an
annex to the library, and a new
central heating and cooling
plant.

IC.eatinued from Page 1)
was parked, headed west, and
the Carter car was going north
Striking members of Union
on Seventh when the accident
occurred. Damage to both cars Local 2523, International
Association of Machinists and
was to the right front.
At 4:26 p.m. Saturday, Aerospace Workers at the
vehicles driven by Douglas E. Mayfield Ingersoll-Rand plant
Garrett, and David E. Smith, voted 71-61 Friday night to
Route Three, collided on ratify a work contract.
Approximately 150 Union
Sycamore Street, according to
Local 2325 members have been
police.
Officers said the cars were on strike since Thursday,
both headed east when the September 13, at the Ingersollaccident occurred. Damage to Rand plant here. A strike was
the Garrett car was to the front called when employes became
end, and damage to the Smith dissatisfied with work contract
car was to the rear end, ac- negotiations.
Approximately two weeks
cording to police.
Cars driven by Jimmy W. ago, the majority of union
Dedmon, Calvert City, and members turned down another
Rosa M. Hale, Hardin, collided contract proposal.
Saturday at 8:20 p.m. on Highway 641 North, according to
police.
Officers said the Dedmon car,
which received damage on the
right quarter-panel, was going
The Christian Women's
north on 641 and the Hale car
which received no damage, was Fellowship of the First
headed west on a parking lot, Christian Church will have a
potluck salad supper at the
making a right turn.
At 8:30 p.m. Saturday a two- church on Tuesday, October 30,
car cothsion involving vehicles at 6:30 p.m.
An Ensemble from the Music
driven by William E. Anderson,
Route Five, and Thomas E. Department of the Murray
Turner,of St. Louis, occurred at Woman's Club will present the
the intersection of Fourth and program.
Mrs. Harland Hodges, CWF
Poplar, according to police.
Officers said the Anderson president, urges all women to
car, headed north on Fourth, attend.
was damaged on the front end,
and the Turner car, headed
CHINESE TREASURE
north, was damaged on the
IN KANSAS CITY
leftside and rear.
KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
A hit-and-run was reported at Nelson Art Gallery here, with
10:50 p.m. Saturday on South one of the top three Chinese Arl
15th by James F. Williams, 905 Collections in America, holds a
Doran Road, who said that Neolithic pot that dates back to
another vehicle struck his car 3500 B.C.
while it was parked on North
15th, according to police.
Damage to the car was to the
left rear quarter-panel.
Phillip D. Lassiter was listed
in satisfactory condition this
morning at the MurrayCAPE CANAVERAL, Fla
Calloway County Hospital after (API — The countdown is unsustaining injuries when his car der way for the Nov. 10 launch
left the road on Highway 121 of astronauts Gerald P. Cur.
morning. William R. Pogue and
Sunday
South
Edward
Damage to the Lassiter car was G. Gibson for their frip— to
to the front,end, according to America's Skylab space station
I
'— The launch team started the
police.
At 4:50 p.m. Sunday, cars countdown at 10 p.m. EST Sundriven by William B. Tolley, day and began checks on the
1326 Main, and Eddie B. Young, Saturn 1B rocket and the Apollo
303 N. Eighth, were involved in ferry ship. The first phase of
a two-car collision at the in- the Skylab 3 count will continue
tersection of 12th and Main, until Friday, when there will be
according to police.
a launch rehearsal. Then prepInjured in the accident was arations will be made for the
Mrs. Mabel Tolley who was final portion next week.
treated and released at the
hospital for a laceration over
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) the left eye, according to Respondents to the latest Galhospital officials.
111P..F.101 CP.Pse *eh. FictsrerdIsl.
inveitig'ating officers said'11% Kennedy, D-Mass., for presiTolley caz cammildne.a. ldt.Over_Beeetiblhoritfiov../167,e•
turn onto Marlfrom 12th, and aid Reagan of California In the
the Young car was going east an poll, 50 per cent of the 1,576
,Main when the accident oc- adults questioned (NA 6,9
curred. Damage to the Tolley picked Kelinedy Reagan was
car was to the front end, and named by 43 per cent. Five per
damage to the Young car was to cent were undecided, and two
the right front.
per cent said they would choose

First Christian CWF
Plans Supper Meeting

Government Searching For Many Coleman Crocker To
Speak At Meet At
Benefits
for
Eligible
Be
May
Who
Coldwater Church

1 1 4 per sq. ft

BLACKTOP SEALER
$535 per 5 gal. can
— Also —
BLACKTOP PATCHING
New 30"

ELECTRIC RANGE
Free Standing

$ 1 00" Only One
Ph. 753-5712
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neither candidate.
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
An increase in the age group
said to be responsible for 50 per
cent of the nation's crimes
could turn the nation's bicentennial year into "one of the
most crime-tidden in our history," a study here shows. The
Governor's Justice Commission, in a special report to the
state attorney general, said the
state and the nation face "an
almost inevitable" increase in
the already soaring rate of
serious crimes because of a
population explosion in the age
group of from 15 to 24. The federal government classifies this
age aveup- as raspornible .for
half of all crimes in the United
trutiyhts
'Our
suggests that there will be a
jump in the crime-prone population which may peak in 1976
and tht this could be accompanied by a rise in serious
crime," the commission reported.
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Stock Market

National Roundup

(White)

Co., lqc.

next year, largely because of
By BILL NEIKIRK
smaller agricultural purchases
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The by the Soviet Union and mainUnited States is headed for a land China.
But exports of other Amerihuge $2 billion trade surplus
with Communist nations this can-made goods will increase,
year, but it's nothing for Amer- he said.
There is one problem cloudican consumers to cheer about.
The surplus, far exceeding ing the picture, U.S. officials
original forecasts by,the Nixon said. Congress is working on
administration, is ben* built legislation that would deny tarlargely on agricultural exports, iff cuts to the Soviet Union until
mainly the massive wheat deal Russia changes its policies
dealing with Jewish emigration.
with the Soviet Union.
Treasury Secretary George
That deal drained muchneeded U.S. grain supplies and P. Shultz says failure of Concontributed heavily to the big gress to grant the Soviet Union
upsurge in food prices this the same rates on tariffs as
other U.S. trading partners
year.
Ironically, the trade surplus could imperil expanded trade
with Communist nations is giv- between the two countries.
Agriculture is not the only
ing the dollar a boost, making
it stronger than it might other- area where trade has expanded
wise have been, U.S. officials betweeR the United States and
Communist-bloc nations.
said.
Mainland China,for example,
Trade with Communist nations is one big reason why the has contracted to buy 10 large
nation's trading accounts are passenger airplanes from
expected to be in the black this Boeing Aircraft. It also is buyyear for the first time in three ing artificial fibers, communications equipment, scientific
years.
U.S. exports to Russia, main- testing equipment and chemical
land China and Communist Eu- fertilizers.
Lazarus said the Soviets sent
ropean countries will be $2.5
billion to $2.9 billion this year, a 16-person purchasing team to
while imports from those coun- New York in 1972. They began
tries will be $500 to $550 mil- lining up contracts for the
lion, Commerce Department Kama River truck plant and
apparently participated in the
analysts said.
This compares with exports grain purchases.
Expanding trade with the Soof $878 million and imports of
viet onion also hinges on how
$354 million last year.
"I doubt very much if trade much credit it can get from the
is going tebe at this year's US. Export-Import Bank and
magnitude in 1974," said Steven private American banks. The
Lazarus, bold of the depart- U.S. government is putting
ment's finnan of East-West jiressure on the Soviet Union to
reveal its secret gold holdings
Track; Lazarus said he anticipated a before massive credit is grant25 per cent dropoff in U.S. ed.
trade with Communist nations
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INTRODUCING THE 1974 VOLKSWAGEN
When you buy one,
you get covered by our Owner's Security Blanket,
the most advanced new car coverage plan in the World.
For the first 12 months or 20,000 miles, if anything goes wrong,
we'll fix it free.' (If the repair takes overnight,
just make on appointment and we'll lend you a airfree.)
That's just part ofour Owner's Security Blanket.
Come in and we'll tell you.more.

Whil

..For 12 months or 20,000 miles, whichever comes first, in normal use and service we'll As any
factory defective peel exeepttires and Altars on ony properly maintained 74 VolksWagan.

. -7— CARROLLVOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$OO Chestnut Street. Murray
• Phone 75341150
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